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coding( sequence.( The( development( of( a( fertilized( zygote( into( a( complex,(
multicellular(organism( requires( that( the( correct( cells(produce(RNA(and(proteins(at(
the( correct( time,( in( a( tightly( controlled( manner.( The( genome( thus( contains(
information( not( just( on( ‘what’( X( but( on( ‘where’( ‘when’( and( ‘how( much’( –( the(





No( single( protein( complex( or( system,( like( the( ribosome,( translates(
spatiotemporal( information.( Rather,( gene( expression( is( the( result( of( the( many(
processes( that( lead( from( transcription( of( a( viable( mRNA( to( its( translation( at( the(
ribosome,( and( turnover( of( the( resulting( protein.( Transcription( initiation( itself( is(
controlled(directly(and( indirectly(by(the(presence(of(sequence(motifs( that(bind(the(
core( transcriptional( machinery,( or( other( regulatory( proteins( such( as( transcription(
factors.( CRMs( (Cis( Regulatory( Modules)( X( sequences( that( bind( binding( regulatory(
proteins(–(integrate(the(input(of(different(factors,(and(allow(specific(sequences(to(be(
transcribed( in( response( to( specific( cellular( conditions.( Transcripts( are( transcribed(
and(processed( from(promoters,( released( from(DNA,( transported( from(the(nucleus,(
translated(and(degraded,(and(each(of(these(steps(are(also(regulated(by(specific(DNA(
and(RNA(elements,(such(as(promoter(motifs,(and(3’(cleavage(motifs.(
Furthermore,(unlike( the( inherently( sequential(and(modular(nature(of(protein(
assembly,( spatiotemporal( control( of( gene( expression( often( depends( on( the(
simultaneous,( analog( interaction( of( numerous( components.( The( ‘regulatory( code’(
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then,(if(it(can(be(said(to(exist,(is(a(complicated(one,(and(differs(significantly(between(
organisms(and(cell( types.(Nevertheless,(our(understanding(of( this( information( is(of(
crucial( importance.( In( it( is( in( large(part(due( to(differences( in(gene(expression( that(
organisms(differ(from(one(another((Reviewed(in(Wray(2007),(and(that(individuals(in(
a( species( differ( from( each( other,( including( with( respect( to( disease( (reviewed( in(








I( will( begin( by( discussing( current( knowledge( of( the( transcriptome( and( its(
regulation,( its( variation(between( tissues( and( cell( types,( and(between( individuals.( I(
will( touch( on( each( of( the( data( types( and( technologies( used( in(my( thesis(work.( In(
chapter(two(of(my(thesis,(I(describe(my(annotation(of(transcription(start(sites,((TSS)(
and(3’(untranslated(regions((UTRs)(in(D.#melanogaster,(my(aggregation(of(chromatin(











Along(with(a(new(ability( to(measure(genotype,( the(21st( century(has(seen(a(no( less(
revolutionary(shift(in(our(ability(to(measure(various(molecular(phenotypes.(The(first(
of( these( came( with( the( development( of( DNA( microarrays.( By( measuring( the(
hybridization(of(fluorescently(labeled(DNA(to(complementary(probes(fixed(to(a(solid(
substrate,( DNA( microarrays( allowed( the( first( highXthroughput( measures( of( gene(
expression.(The(technology((Schena(1995)(only(became(practical(with(the(advent(of(
genome(sequencing,(since(only(known(sequences(can(be(queried.(Microarrays(have(
several( limitations( over( sequencingXbased( technologies.( Given( issues( with(
background( hybridization( signal,( it( is( difficult( to( study( low( abundance( transcripts(
with( microarrays( or( to( measure( absolute,( rather( than( relative,( gene( expression(
levels.(They(are(also(very(limited((even(in(whole(genome(tiling(arrays)(in(their(ability(
to( detect( novel( transcript( isoforms.( Microarrays( remain( useful( for( their( cost(
efficiency(and(speed,(particularly(in(genotyping(applications(where(linkage(increases(
the(information(they(provide,(but(in(transcriptomics(research(they(have(largely(been(
superseded( by( RNA( sequencing( (reviewed( in( Allison# et# al 2006( &( Shendure# et# al (
2008).(
( As( a(more(powerful(means(of(measuring( gene(expression,(RNA( sequencing(
was( initially(practical(only(as(a(means(to( identify( transcripts( (e.g.(Neto# et#al 2000),(
however( next( generation( sequencing( has( now( made( it( practical( as( a( means( to(
quantify(RNA.(The(principle(behind(RNAXseq(is(simple;(RNA(is(typically(converted(to(
cDNA,( and( after( some( intermediate( steps( like( amplification( and( fragmentation,( is(
sequenced.( The( resulting( data( consists( of( generally( short( (depending( on( the(
technology)( reads( whose( count( is( proportional( to( the( RNA’s( abundance( in( the(
original(sample,(as(well(as(its(length.((
Because( phenotypic( information,( unlike( genotypic( information,( varies(
between( cell( types( –( in( contrast( to( the( nearXuniform( genome( seen( in( different(
tissues( of( an( organism( X( there( is( no( single( ‘transcriptome’.( Recently,( the( Encode(
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(Boyle#et#al 2014)(and(modEncode((Graveley#et#al 2011)(projects(have(attempted(to(





( Similar( in( essence( to( RNAXseq,( CAGE( (Shiraki# et# al 2003)( uses( chemical(
biotinylation(of(the(diol(group(found(on(the(5’(cap(of(eukaryotic(mRNAs,(to( isolate(
capped( transcripts.( It( then( cleaves( cDNA( transcribed( from( these( transcripts( into(
short((27nt)(‘tags’,(which(correspond(to(the(exact(start(site(of(expressed(transcripts.(
By( focusing( sequencing( on( the( 5’( region( of( transcribed( RNAs,( CAGE( allows( single(
base(pair(resolution(of(transcription(start(sites.((
( Another( refinement( to( the( RNAXseq( protocol( is( ‘GROXseq’( a( genomeXwide(











( 3’XTagXSeq( (Yoon( and( Brem# et# al 2010,( Wilkening# et# al 2013)( is( another(
refinement( of( RNAXseq( that( like( CAGE,( yields( single( reads( tagging( individual(
transcripts,( but( at( their( 3’( rather( than( their( 5’( end.( The( reads( are( obtained( by(
fragmenting(RNA(and( then(amplifying( it(using(primers(against(polyA,(meaning( that(
only( polyadenlyated( transcripts( are( tagged.( This( method( is( also( necessarily(




( 3’XTagXseq,( CAGE( and( other( tagXbased(methods( allow( for( somewhat( easier(
quantification(of(isoform(levels,(in(that(the(proportion(of(tags(at(a(site(is(proportional(
only(to(the(level(of(the(transcript,(and(not(to(the(length(of(its(various(isoforms.(Both(
techniques( are( insensitive( to( internal( splice( variants.( They( also( suffer( (particularly(
CAGE(given(the(shorter(length(of(the(tags)(from(decreased(ability(to(map(transcripts,(
something( that( must( be( accounted( for( in( studies( of( variation,( since( variation( in(






transcriptional( complexity( in( both( human( (Mortazavi# et# al 2008)( and( model(
organisms( (Cherbas# et# al 2011).(Not(only( the(pervasive( transcription(of( eukaryotic(
genomes,( but( also( the( transcriptional( complexity( within( individual( genes,( has(
become( apparent.(With( alternative( splice( site,( start( site,( and( polyadenylation( site(
usage(being(far(more(common(than(previously(suspected((e.g.(Carninci#et#al 2006(&(
Pelechano#et#al 2013),(transcriptomics(now(faces(the(formidable(task(of(determining(
what,( if( any,( are( the( functional( consequences.( Isoforms( that( differ( by( their( use( of(
coding(exons(are,(obviously,( functionally(distinct.(However(where( transcripts(differ(
only(by(their(5’(or(3’(untranslated(regions(–(i.e.(by(the(use(of(different(TSS(or(pA(sites(




it( is( cleaved( and( released( from( the( transcribing( polymerase( complex( (reviewed( in(
Proudfoot(2011).(The( length(of(this(polyA(tail( is(one(feature(determining(transcript(
stability.( The( 3’( UTR( (and( sometimes( coding( sequence)( of( a( transcript( can( also(
contain( sequence( elements( influencing( translation,( degradation,( localization( and(
termination( (Proudfoot( 2011).( This( means( that( alternative( polyadenylation( site(
usage( can( serve( as( a( mechanism( of( gene( regulation.( Indeed,( such( processes( are(




(Burow#et#al 2015)(and(Elav(family(proteins,((Dai#et#al 2011,Hilgers#et#al 2012).(Elav,(
which( is( expressed( in( the(developing(nervous( system(of(D.#melanogaster#binds( to(
neural( specific( transcripts( and( suppresses( the( use( of( proximal( polyadenylation(
cleavage( sites.( The( resulting( longer( transcripts( thus( possess( additional( regulatory(
motifs,( such( as( miRNA( binding( sites,( allowing( Elav( to( modulate( neural( gene(
expression(by(promoting(alternative(3’(isoform(usage.((
Differences( in( the( 5’( end( of( genes( can( also( lead( to( functional( differences.(
Many( promoters( make( use( of( alternative( TSS( (ASS),( resulting( in( transcripts( using(
different( 5’( UTRs,( and( hence( potentially( different( 5’( regulatory( motifs,( upstream(
ORFs,(or(even(different(start(codons((Pelechano#et#al 2013).(
However(even(where(differences(at(the(5’(end(are(not(themselves(functional,(




TSS( starts( has( revealed( that(many( genes( have( clusters( of( TSS( rather( than( a( single(
wellXspecified( base( pair( at( which( transcripts( are( initiated.( Promoters( can( thus( be(
characterized(by(the(spread(of(their(TSS,(which(is(often(measured(using(some(value(
analogous( to( the( Shannon( entropy( of( a( probability( distribution,( (Rach# et# al 2009)(
such(as(the(‘shape(index’(used(by(Hoskins#et#al (2011).((
Such( studies( typically( find( that( shape( indices( are(not( uniformly(distributed,(
but( rather( are( bimodaly( distributed,( and( that( genes( can( be( loosely( categorized( as(
either( ‘broad’( or( ‘narrow’,(with(of( course( some(promoters( falling( in(between,( and(
some( studies( additionally( defining( categories( such( as( multimodal,( or( ‘broad( with(
peaks’( (Rach# et# al 2009).( These( loose( categories,( furthermore,( appear( to( define(
promoter( classes( with( distinct( regulatory( architecture.( Broad( promoters( are(
enriched( for( genes( with( housekeeping( functions( (Carninci# et# al 2006),( which( are(
expressed( in(most(or(all( tissues.( In(contrast,(narrow(promoters( tend( to(have(more(
tightly(focused(expression(patterns.(Different(‘core(promoter’(motifs(are(also(known(
to( be( enriched( in( the( two( types( of( promoter,( with( for( example( TATAXbox( and(
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regulate(gene(expression( in(cis( –( i.e.(when(present(on( the(same(molecule(of(DNA.(
These(include(enhancers((which(serve(to(promote(transcription)(silencers((which(do(
the( opposite),( insulators,( and( also,( promoters( themselves.( The( terms( denote(
functional( activities( that( have( been( thought( of( as( mutually( exclusive( sets( of(
elements.(However,( in( recent(years( it(has(become(clear( that(a(single(piece(of(DNA(
can(possess(many(activities.(An(enhancer(may(act( to(promote( transcription( in(one(
context(and(suppress( it( in(another( (e.g.(Herzog# et# al 2014).(More(puzzlingly,( it(has(
recently(become(clear( that(many(segments(of(DNA(thought(of(as(enhancers(act(as(
TSS((albeit(usually(for(low(abundance,(unstable(‘eRNAs’(–(Kim#et#al 2011),(and(that(
the( regions( proximal( to( many( gene’s( TSS( can( act( as( enhancers( of( other( gene’s(
transcription((Arnold#et#al 2013).((
(While( the(codon(sequence(of(most(protein(coding(genes( is( relatively(easily(
identifiable( from( sequence( alone( (although( with( exceptions,( such( as( very( short(
ORFs),( CRMs( can( be( difficult( to( discern( from( nonXfunctional( ‘junk( DNA’.( Naïve(
searches( for( transcription( factor( binding( sites( are( wildly( oversensitive( –( most(
individual(transcription(factors(appear(to(be(rather(lacking(sequence(specificity(in(a(
genomic( context,( so( that( the( activity( of( specific( sequences( arises( in( a( nonlinear(










(PWM).( Though( other( more( complex( approaches( do( exist,( incorporating( nonX
independencies(between(base(pairs,(they(have(yet(to(see(widespread(use((reviewed(
in( Boeva# et# al 2016).( Many( PWMs( are( not( discovered( using( direct( experimental(
methods( like(PBMs,(but( rather( from(sequence(analysis,( for( instance( from(ChIPXseq(
experiments.(A(large(number(of(tools(exist,(such(as(Meme((Bailey#et#al 2009),(which(
attempt(to(find(sequences(enriched(in(a(given(set(of(sequences((such(as(binding(sites(
identified(with( ChIPXseq).(Methodologically( they( can( be( divided( into(methods( like(
Meme,( which( try( to( learn( the( parameters( of( generative( model,( and( enumerative(
models( like( Dreme,( which( search( the( space( of( consensus( sequences( for( a( motif(
maximizing(some(statistic.(Such(tools(often(output(a(large(number(of(motifs.(This(is(
partially( due( to( the( actual( biology( of( TF(motifs,( which( tend( to( cluster( with( other(
motifs,( and( partially( due( to( inevitable( oversensitivity( arising( from( the( differences(
between( approximate(models( of( random( sequence( variation,( and( real( mutational(
processes.(Motif(discovery(tools(are(also,(inevitably,(underpowered(compared(to(in8
vitro(binding(assays,(particularly(in(smaller(genomes.(The(limited(number(of(binding(
sites( in( the( genome( limits( the( information( that( can( be( gathered( on( a( protein’s(
binding( preferences.( There( is( thus( a( tradeXoff( between( the( accurate,( specific,( yet(
artificial(results(of(in(vitro(binding(experiments,(and(the(underpowered,(nonspecific(
results( of( more( natural( in, vivo ( PWM( discovery( methods.( PWM( databases( are(
therefore( of( variable( quality.( Even( good( PWMs( allow( limited( inference( of( actual(
protein(occupancy.(However,(transcription(factors(do(not(bind(as(isolated(units,(but(
instead(interact(with(other(factors.(
There( is(a(good(deal(of(evidence(that(the(binding(of( factors(at(a( locus( is,( in(
general,(influenced(by(other(factors,(though(this(seems(true(for(different(enhancers(
and( factors( to( varying( degrees.( The( traditional( model( of( transcription( factor(
cooperativity((e.g.(Frank#et#al 1990)(where(individual(TF’s(physically(interact,(is(one(
such(mechanism,( but( other(mechanisms( exist( by(which( TFs( influence( each( other’s(
binding,(some(more(direct(than(others.(‘The(enhanceosome’((Panne#et#al 2008)(is(a(
classic(example(of(extreme(cooperatively.( This(wellXstudied( cluster(of( transcription(
factors,(which(bind(upstream(of( the(Beta(Globin( locus,(each(protein(has(a(proteinX
protein( interaction( with( its( neighbor.( This( is( facilitated( by( the( correct( position(
(spacing,(orientation)(of(each(of(the(six(or(more(transcription(factors(that(occupy(it.(
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Numerous( other( characterized( physical( interactions( between( regulatory( proteins(
exist,( such( as( the( cooperativity( between( Drosophila TFs( Dorsal( and( Twist( in( the(
developing(embryo((Zinzen#et#al 2009).((
In(contrast,(the(binding(of(TFs(at(many(loci(appears(to(function(in(more(of(a(
‘billboard’( fashion,( with( groups( of( coXbinding( factors( occupying( the( enhancer(
independently(of(each(other((Zarett(2011).(The(‘TF(collective’(model(is(somewhere(in(
between( with(many( TFs( binding( to( the( same( enhancers,( apparently( showing( non(
independent(binding( (since( factors(can(bind(even( in( the(absence(of( their(motifs,( if(
other( members( of( the( collective( are( present),( but( without( the( requirement( for( a(
rigid( motif( grammar( that( would( indicate( direct( physical( interaction( (Junion# et# al 
2012).((
In( addition( to( direct( proteinXprotein( interactions,( a( number( of(mechanisms(
can(mediate( indirect( cooperativity.(One( such(mechanism( is( the( steric(hindrance(of(
transcription(factors(by(nucleosomes.(Nucleosomes(are(known(to(prevent(binding(of(
transcription(factors(to(DNA(in(biochemical(assays,(and(while(the(situation(in(the(cell(
is( more( complex,( the( strong( correspondence( of( nucleosomeXChIP( occupancy( to(
DNase( measured( DNA( accessibility( strongly( suggests( that( occupation( by(
nucleosomes( is(a(crucial( factor( regulating( transcription( factor(binding( in( the(cell(as(
well.(Certain(factors,(such(as(Vfl((Zld)(in(Drosophila (Sun#et#al 2015),(and(FoxA(factors(
(Zaret( &( Carroll,( 2011)( in( human( hepatocytes,( appear( to( act( as( ‘pioneer( factors’,(
which(facilitate(binding(by(other(‘settler’(TFs(by(rendering(binding(sites(accessible.(A(
second( mechanism( by( which( indirect( cooperativity( may( occur( is( via( physical(
interaction( with( cofactors.( TFs( often( exert( their( effects( on( gene( regulation( by(
recruiting( cofactors,( and( given( that( such( factors( are( often( bound( by(multiple( TFs(
(Stampfel# et# al 2016),( they( may( act( as( a( physical( bridge( between( transcription(
factors.!
The(result(of(this(mechanistic(complexity(is(that(while(sequence(motifs(are(a(
valuable( tool( for( understanding( the( regulatory( genome,( they( are( not( sufficient( to(







meant( less( direct( methods( become( necessary.( For( many( years,( CRMs( have( been(
identified( by( functional( assays.( An( enhancer,( for( instance,( is( typically( defined( as( a(
sequence(that(can(enhance(transcription(in(a(manner(independent(of(its(orientation(
when( cloned( upstream( of( a( reporter( gene( (Banerji# et# al 1981).( Such( assays( have(
been( useful( for( studying( specific( regions,( but( their( low( throughput( limits( their(
application(to(the(genome(as(a(whole.((
Fortunately,(the(genomics(era(has(given(us(many(new(tools(to(identify(CRMs’(
location,(abundance(and(function.( Comparative( biology( is( the( oldest( means( of(
identifying( regulatory( sequence.( Such(methods( have( been( particularly( effective( in(
vertebrates,( where( they( are( facilitated( by( the( large( genome( sizes( of( the( model(
organisms( (Peterson# et# al 2009).( In( principle,( a( sequence( that( encodes( regulatory(
information,( should( be( under( purifying( selection( to( maintain( some( sequence(
properties,( and( this( purifying( selection( should( be( detectable( both( in( the( form( of(
reduced( variation( between( species,( and( reduced( variation(within( species.( Positive(
selection,(while(rarer(and(harder(to(detect(than(purifying(selection,(can(also(indicate(
regulatory( sequence.( In( practice( however,( neither(may( be( detectable,( due( to( the(
turnover( of( functional( sequence( and( the( complex( relationship( between( sequence(
and(function,(however(comparative(biology(remains(a(valuable(tool.(
( Natural( selection( acts( on(DNA( sequence( to( both( increase( the( frequency( of(
adaptive(variants((positive(selection)(and,(more(commonly(since(most(mutations(are(
neutral( or( deleterious,( to( decrease( the( frequency( of( deleterious( substitutions(
(negative(selection).(Both(of(these(phenomena(leave(characteristic(signatures(in(the(
genome( and( a( large( number( of( methods( exist( to( detect( them,( using( either( intra(
species,( or( inter( species( comparison.( Conservation( between( species( is( an( obvious(
indication(of(functional(sequence(under(negative(selection,(and(many(tools(exist(to(
align(and(compare( sequences( in(order( to(detect( it(e.g.(Phastcons( (Siepel(2005).(At(
the(intraXspecies( level,(an(excess(of( low(frequency(alleles(within(a(region((detected(
via(e.g.(Tajima’s(D)(can(also(be(an(indication(of(selection((or(sometimes(population(
stratification(etc.( (Tajima(1989)).(Other( simple( tests(exist( for(positive(selection,( for(
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instance,( the(MacDonaldXKreitman( test( (MacDonald( &( Kreitman,( 1991).( This( tests(
the( hypothesis( that( a( given( genomic( region( (such( as( the( non( degenerate( coding(
bases( of( a( gene)( shows( a( different( ratio( of( betweenXspecies( to( withinXspecies(
polymorphism,(than(a(control(set(of(regions((such(as(the(4d(degenerate(coding(bases(
of(a(gene).(Adaptive(substitution,(by(driving(polymorphisms(to(fixation,(will(generate(
divergence( between( species( greater( than( that( predicted( by( the( within( species(
variation(alone.(
( In(general,( scans( for( selection(over( large( timescales,(using(only( interspecies(
comparisons,(are(not(useful( for(the(analysis(of( invertebrate(regulatory(regions;( the(
turnover(of(functional(sites(makes(accurate(alignment(too(difficult((Hare#et#al 2008).(
Methods( that( focus( on( shorter( timescales( and( use( intra( species( variation( are(
therefore( more( suitable.( Another( difficulty( is( that( since( positive( selection( and(
negative(selection(will( leave(opposing(marks(on( the(genome,( simple( tests(can(give(
biased( results( where( both( are( present( in( a( set( of( regions.( INSIGHT( (Inference( of(
Natural(Selection(from(Interspersed(Genomically(coHerent(elemenTs(X(Gronau#et#al 
2013)( is( a( recently( developed(method( that( integrates( between( and(within( species(
variation( data( to( estimate( rates( of( both( positive( and( negative( selection(
simultaneously,( using( a( maximum( likelihood( based( approach( to( fit( a( model(
incorporating( both( as( parameters.( INSIGHT( pools( information( from( many( short,(
interspersed( regions.( It( also( accounts( for( differing(mutation( rates( across( genomic(
regions( by( estimating( divergence( and( polymorphism( locally,( using( control( regions(
that(are(assumed(to(be(neutral,(similar(to(the(use(of(control(regions(in(a(MacDonald(
Kreitman( test.( INSIGHT’s( results( reflect( recent( levels( of( natural( selection,( and( are(
therefore( robust( to( alignment( problems( caused( by( turnover( of( functional( sights.(
During( my( thesis,( I( make( use( of( INSIGHT( to( analyze( intra( species( variation( in( D.#
melanogaster# (using( inbred( lines( from( the( Drosophila Genetic( Reference( Panel)(
using( data( on( interXspecies( variation( for( ancestral( sequence( inference( (Clark# et# al 
2007).(The( INSIGHT(framework(allows(detection(of(selective(effects( in( interspersed(
genomic( elements( like(promoters( and( sequence(motifs,(which( are(not( suitable( for(
analysis(with(simpler(methods(such(as(the(McDonaldXKreitman(test.(
In( practice( however,( comparative( sequence( analysis( is( a( highly( imperfect(
method( of( detecting( regulatory( sequence,( for( several( reasons.( The( first( is( that( all(
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methods(of(detecting(conservation(have(imperfect(sensitivity;(regulatory(sequences(
may(evolve( rapidly( despite( sequence( constraints.( This( can(occur( if( there( is( a( large(





( Luckily,( particular( assays( for( examining( the( regulatory( genome( are( not( in(
short(supply.(One(example(is(STARRXseq,(an(experimental(technique(that(essentially(
caries( out( many( functional( enhancer( assays( in( parallel,( by( having( each( enhancer(
transcribe(itself,(thereby(providing(a(multiplexed(read(out(of(each(enhancers(activity.(
Although( it( provides( a( direct( measure( of( enhancer( activity,( STARRXseq( (like(
traditional( reporter( assays)( measures( an( enhancers( activity( outside( of( its( normal(
genomic( context,( and( may( not,( therefore( be( perfect( guide( to( actual( regulatory(




regions,( they(are( typically(more(exposed( to(enzymes(and(other(proteins( than(nonX
functional(sequences.(Several(assays(such(as( ‘DNaseXseq’( (Thomas# et# al 2011)( take(
advantage( of( this( property( to( generate( reads( in( proportion( to( a( sequence’s(
accessibility,( and( thereby( create( maps( of( chromatin( accessibility( (although( other(
factors(–(such(as(DNA(conformation(and(the(sequence(biases(of(the(assay,(affect(the(
results).(The(information(from(accessibility(based(methods(provides(a(broad(view(of(
which( genomic( regions( are( likely( to( be( active( in( a( given( sample,( but( it( does( not,(
alone,(give(any(information(about(which,factors(are(likely(to(be(bound(at(the(region.(
The( combination( of( specific( accessibility( patterns( and( underlying( sequence(
information(can,(for(some(factors(and(organisms,(give(good(probabilistic(information(
about(the(factors(at(a(region((PiqueXRegi# et#al 2011).(However,(not(all(factors(have(




footprints.( For( more( sensitive( survey( of( occupancy,( ChIP( based( methods( are(
required.(
( ChIPXchip(and(ChIPXseq(both(make(use(of(antibodies(specific(against(a(factor(
of( interest( to( isolate( regions( of( DNA( bound( by( the( factor.( Chromatin(
Immunoprecipitation( is( a(wellXestablished( technique( first( used( in( 1988( to(examine(
DNAXhistone( interactions((Solomon# et#al 1988).(With(the(advent(of(microarray(and(
sequencing( technology( however,( it( has( become( a( high( throughput( means( of(
interogating( genomic( protein( occupancy.( The( technique( has( therefore( taken( on( a(
prominent(role(in(the(field(of(functional(genomics,(with(ChIP(experiments(and(their(
variations( taking( a( prominent( role,( for( instance,( in( the( ENCODE( and(MODENCODE(
projects.(Both(ChIPXchip(and(ChIPXseq( involve( the( immunoprecipitation(of(proteins(
to( bound( DNA,( generally( using( a( fixation( agent( like( formaldehyde,( and( both( yield(
similar( results;( a( quantitative( measure( of( a( factor’s( occupancy( throughout( the(
genome,(from(which(regions(enriched(over(background(signal((peaks)(are(called.(The(
techniques(differ(primarily( in(their( resolution(–(with(the(regions(called(by(ChIPXseq(
often(being(an(order(of(magnitude(smaller,( since( they(are(not( limited(by( the( tiling(
density(of(genomic(probes.(As(with(RNAXbased(technologies,(a(variety(of(refinements(
to(the(basic(assay(exist,(which(vary(for(instance,(the(choice(of(fixation(agent((Zhang#
et# al 2004),( or( use( of( enzymatic( digestion( to( give( very( precise( measurements( of(
binding(position((Rhee(&(Pugh,(2011).((
( The(plethora(of(ChIPXseq(data(now(available( contains(occupancy(data( for( a(
huge( variety( of( factors.( DNAXbinding( factors( like( TFs( and( insulator( proteins,( DNAX
polymerases( and( isomerases,( and( histone( variant( and( postXtranslational(
modifications.(Maps(of(histone(mofidifications(in(particular(have(been(instrumental(
in( our( understanding( of( the( regulatory( genome,( with( characteristic( patterns(
(chromatin(signatures)(appearing(to(define(different(functional(classes(of(region((e.g.(
Kharchenko#et#al 2011,(Ho#et#al 2014).(Enhancers(and(promoters(are(charaterized(by(
very( similiar( patterns( of( chromatin( marks,( with( H3K4me1( and( H3K4me3( usually(
being( present( at( both,( and( with( a( higher( level( of( the( latter( at( promoters.( Many(
papers(have(made(use(of(chromatin(marks(and(other(such(genomic(signals(to(create(




to( function.( One( surprising( result( that( has( consistently( emerged( from( ChIP(
experiments( is(that(transcription(factors(occupy(a(very( large(number(of(sites( in(the(
genome.( Functional( experiments( such( as( knockXdowns( (Cusonovich# et# al 2014),( as(
well( as( sequence( conservation( (Andolfatto( 2005),( strongly( suggest( that( the( vast(
majority( of( such( sites( are( nonfunctional.( In( part,( this( may( be( because( the(
‘occupancy’( measured( by( ChIP( experiments( masks( important( biochemical(
differences( in( the( occupancy( at( different( sites.( For( instance,( studies( that( use(
competition(between( two( labelled( transcription( factor( constructs(have( shown( that(
ChIP( occupancy(measures( only( the( time( spent( bound( to( DNA,( irrespective( of( the(
duration( of( each( occupancy( event( (Lickwar# et# al 2012),( and( therefore( includes( a(












transcribed.( The( discovery( remained( something( of( a( curiosity( for( almost( 20( years,(





the( activity( of( the( enhancer.( With( only( a( few( papers( mentioning( its( presence(
(Karchenko# et# al 2011)( and( greater( directional( bias( than( in( mammals( (Core# et# al 
2012),(enhancer(transcription(has(received(less(attention(in(Drosophila .(
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One( obvious( explanation( for( the( of( enhancer( transcription( is( that,( because(
eukaryotic( transcriptional(machinery( is( relatively( nonspecific( (Johnson# et# al 2005),(
and( because( active( enhancers( have( several( transcriptionXpromoting( properties(
including( open( chromatin( and( high( concentration( of( transcription( factors( and(






( Another,( related( theory( is( that( while( eRNA( itself( is( non( functional,( its(
production( results( in( the( functional( recruitment( of( polymerase( and( other( factors,(
whose( presence( do( affect( enhancer( function.( This( theory( predicts( that( sequence(
features(associated(with(its(production(will(be(conserved(to(some(degree,(although(
their( position( may( not( be.( It( also( predicts( that( disrupting( eRNA( production( after(

















There( is( no( a( priori( reason( to( think( that( eRNAs( share( functional(
characteristics,( given( that( they( do( not,( in( general,( share( an( evolutionary( origin( (in(
contrast( to( for( instance( a( family( of( proteins).( The( current( state( of( the( evidence(
would( appear( to( suggest( that( all( of( the( above( theories( are( functional( for( at( least(




















devised( his( genetic( theory( of( inheritance.( During( the( 20th( century,( genetics(
developed( into( an( experimental,( molecular( science,( which( led( to( a( separation(
between(population(level(genetics(and(molecular(genetics,(fields(that(are(now(being(
reconnected.(Ronald(A(Fisher(was(the( first( to(show(that(Mendel’s(discrete(units(of(
heredity( (genes)( could( give( rise( to( the( smooth,( quantitative( patterns( of( variation(
seen( in( actual( populations( (Fisher( 1921).(Mid( 20th( century( explorations( of( genetic(
variability,( such( as( observations( of( allozymes( and( restriction( fragment( length(





Motoo( Kimura( (1968)( and( others( authored( theories( of( neutral( evolution( to(
reflect( this( new( reality.(With( the( advent( of( genome( sequencing,( the( full( extent( of(
variability( between( organisms( became( clear( –( any( given( pair( of( humans( –( even(





Functional(variants(are( thus(needles( lost( in( the(haystack(of(neutral(variation.(
The(overwhelming(number(of(differences(between(conspecific(obviously(represents(
a(challenge(to(any(attempt(to(link(phenotype(and(genotype(via(statistical(association(
alone.(Moreover,( because( genetic( variants( are(physically( linked( to(one(another(by(
their(location(on(the(chromosome,(they(are(not(inherited(together,(but(instead(are(
in( ‘linkage( disequilibrium’( (LD)( to( one( another( in( (nonlinear)( proportion( to( their(
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chromosomal( separation.( In( humans,( recent( population( bottlenecks( and( the(
nonrandom( frequency(of( recombination( in( the( genome(means( that( variants( travel(
together(in(large(‘LD(blocks’.(By(contrast,(in(other(organisms(like(Drosophila linkage(
is(far(less(extensive((Mackay#et#al 2012).((
When( mapping( the( approximate( location( of( variants( responsible( for( a(
particular(trait,(or(detecting(natural(selection,(linkage(disequilibrium(is(an(advantage.(
Early( studies(of(monogenic(disease( in(humans( for( instance(were(able( to(use(easily(
detectable( natural( variants( as(markers( to(map( genes( for( disease( like(Huntington’s(
chorea((Gusella#et#al 1983),(and(soft(selective(sweeps((Garud#et#al 2015)(can(also(be(
detected(as(a(result(of(LD.(Linkage(also(allows(genotyping(arrays(covering(a(relatively(
small( proportion( of( SNPs( to(mark(most( of( the( common( variation( in( the( genome,(





In( the( years( since( the(human( genome(project,( countless( genome(wideXassociation(
studies( have( been( performed.( Genome( wide( association( studies,( and( the( closely(
related(eQTL(studies,(are(in(essence(simply(a(modern(extension(of(the(simple(genetic(
association( studies( which( have( in( use( for( decades,( for( instance( in( agriculture.(
Individuals(with( a( genetic( variant( are( compared( to( those(without,( and(a( statistical(
test,(such(as(a(linear(regression((for(Quantitative(Trait(Analysis)(or(a(ChiXsquared(test(
(for( binary( traits)( is( applied( to( test( the( null( hypothesis( of( no( association.( If( the( pX
value( passes( the( significance( threshold,( an( associated( locus( (or( Quantitative( Trait(
Locus(for(quantitative(traits)(has(been(identified.(
eQTL(studies(differ(from(traditional(quantitative(trait(analysis(in(that(individual(
gene( expression( values( are( used( as( the( quantitative( trait,( and( that( the( whole(
genome( can( now( potentially( be( interrogated( for( associations.( When( testing(
thousands( of( variants( however,( corrections( for( multiple( hypothesis( testing( (or( a(
Bayesian( framework(with(a(conservative(prior)(must(be(applied(such(as( the(use(of(
false(positive(rates(as(summary(statistics,(and(stringent(thresholds.(This(means(that(
genome(wide( searches( inevitably( suffer( a( loss( of( power,( particularly( eQTL( studies,(
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where(each(gene(is(also(interrogated.(Analyses(are(thus(usually(only(carried(out(on(a(




False( associations(due( to(population( structure( can(also( lead(both(GWAS(and(
eQTL( studies( astray.( Modern( techniques( (e.g.( Lippert# et# al 2014)( control( for(
population( structure( by( various( means,( such( as( the( use( of( mixed( linear( models(
incorporating( covariance( structures( based( on( the( genetic( distance( between(
individuals.((
( Both( GWAS( and( eQTL( studies( have( also( reached( a( turning( point( in( recent(
years.(With(countless(eQTL(and(GWAS(hits(identified(for(various(traits(and(tissues,(it(
has(become(clear(that(translating(these(associations(into(biological(understanding(is(
less( than( trivial.( Associations( in( humans( can( typically( only( identify( large( blocks( of(
linked(variants,(and(thus,(except(when(a(variant( in(coding(sequence(is(present(that(
clearly( disrupts( protein( function,( the( exact( identity( of( the( causal( variant,( and( its(
mechanism,( is( often( unclear.( Furthermore( in( both( classes( of( study,( efforts( have(
begun(to(analyze(groups(of(studies((Flutre#et#al 2013)(in(an(effort(to(understand(the(























blocks(of(20kb( to(100kb( (Cannavo(11,12),(Drosophila typically( shows(blocks(of( less(
than(5kb.(Moreover,( the(Drosophila genome( is(highly( variable,(with(approximately(
one(SNP(every(100bp((Mackay# et#al 2012).(These(traits(combine(to(allow(very(high(
resolution(QTL(mapping(in(D.#melanogaster.(
(Drosophila also( the( provides( opportunity( to( make( use( of( data( from(
controlled( breeding( schemes( like( the(Drosophila Genetic( Reference( Panel( (DGRP),(
which(would(of(course(be(unethical( in(humans.(The(DGRP((Mackay# et#al 2012)( is(a(
panel(of(D.#melanogaster#lines,(which(have(been(inbred(to(near(total(homozygosity.(
As( such,( they( represent(a( sample(of(wild( type(variation( from( the(D.#melanogaster#
population,(and(can(be(used(in(eQTL(studies(in(an(analogous(way(to(panels(of(human(
cell(lines(such(as(the(HapMap(cell(lines.(Studying(genetic(variation(in(the(DGRP(offers(
several( unique( opportunities.( Cell( lines( cannot( be( studied( at( varying( points( in(
development( in( a( way( that( accurately( recapitulates( developmental( processes.(




( In( the(presented(work( I(have( leveraged(these(features(of(Drosophila 
as(a(model(system(to(gain(insights(into(genetic(variation(in(gene(expression,(making(












array( of( transcripts.( Produced( over( early( development( or( inherited( from( the(





collected( in( developing( embryos( at( three( time( points,( in( ~80( different( genotypes(
(using(a(panel(of(inbred(lines,(as(part(of(the(DGRP(consortium(–(Mackay#et#al 2012).(
One,(generated(using(5’(CAGE,(was(used(for(an(eQTL(analysis(of(5’(start(sites,(while(
the( other,( generated( using( 3’( TagXseq,( was( used( in( an( eQTL( analysis( of(
polyadenylation( sites.( In( this( chapter( I( discuss( my( efforts( to( annotate( and(
characterize(TSS(using(the(5’(CAGE(data,(and(to(characterize(3’(UTR(regions(using(the(
3’(data.(These(efforts(provided(datasets(for(use(in(later(analyses(in(the(two(projects,(
as( well( as( information( about( D.# melanogaster# biology( in( their( own( right.( Here( I(









data( from( embryos( in( 82(DGRP( lines( at( three( time(windows( of( embryogenesis,( in(
whole( embryos.( RNA(was( isolated( from( embryos( at( 2X4( hours( (stages( 5X8),( during(
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which(cells(remain(multipotent,(6X8(hours((stages(10X11),(during(which(the(major(cell(
lineages( are( specified,( and( 10X12( hours,( during( which( terminal( differentiation( is(
occurring( (stages( 13X14).( To( annotate( the( location( of( TSS’s,( we( reasoned( that(
differences( between( lines( should( be( of( a( quantitative,( rather( than( qualitative,(
nature,(and(so(pooled(the(data(for(each(line(together(to(create(a(single(dataset(for(
each( time( point,( at( unprecedented( sequencing( depth( at( these( stages( of(
embryogenesis.( Since( the( DGRP( lines( represent( the( variation( in( the( wild( type(
population,(this(dataset(should(reflect(the(use(of(TSS(in(the(population(as(a(whole.((
The( dataset,( containing( over( 2.5( billion( reads,( represents( a( substantial(
improvement(in(both(time(resolution(and(sequencing(depth(compared(to(previous(D.#
melanogaster# start( site( annotations( using( CAGE( (Hoskins# et# al 2011).( We( first(
attempted( to( make( use( of( the( hierarchical( clustering( based( approach( used( by(
Hoskins# et# al to( define( more( biologically( meaningful( TSS.( However( this( approach(






One(prominent( feature( of( our( data( that(made( identifying( TSS( challenging(was( the(
degree(of( noise( seen(at( highly( expressed( genes.(Visualization( suggested( that(most(
highly( expressed( genes( showed( a( baseline( level( of( CAGE( reads( along( their( length,(
which( is( likely,( a( result( of( both( transcript( reXcapping,( and( contamination( from(







be( roughly( proportional( to( RNAseq( signal.(We( then(modeled( the( data( as( being( a(
mixture(of(this(flatly(distributed(noise,(whose(distribution(was(represented(by(a(beta(
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binomial( distribution,( and( our( signal( (see( materials( and( methods).( We( chose( the(
beta(binomial(distribution( in(accordance(with( the(method(used(by(Hoskins(et(al.(A(
binomial(distribution( is(suitable(for(describing(the(results(of(a(stochastic(process( in(
which( discrete( events( (reads)( are( assigned( to( a( particular( outcome( (a( given( site),(
with(some(unknown(probability.(Modeling(uncertainty(about(the(probability(of( the(
individual( events( with( a( beta( distribution( allows( the( total( uncertainty( about( the(
process( to(be(modeled(by(a(betaXbinomial(distribution.( I(used(a(simulated(uniform(







































































































( We( found( that( due( to( the( irregular( structure( of( noise( within( gene( bodies(
(perhaps(caused(by(exon(structure,( splice( junctions,( reXcapping(sites(etc.)(we(were(
often(left(with(large(numbers(of(peaks(internal(to(our(genes.(We(therefore(decided(





























































peaks( are( distinguished( from( ‘internal’( peaks( by( several( characteristics( –( internal(
peaks(are(of(course(less(expressed((unsurprising(given(the(filtering(process),(with(the(
main( peaks( having( a( median( tag( count( of( 16809( across( all( three( timepoints,(








































































Previous( studies( have( often( categorized( peaks( by( their( degree( of( broadness.( I(
elected( to( use( the( descriptive( statistic( used( by( Hoskins# et# al –( ‘shape( index’( to(
characterize( enhancer( shape.( The( shape( index( is( essentially( the( entropy( of( the(
distribution( of( tags( over( a( promoter.( It( measures( the( degree( to( which( reads( or(
focused(on(specific(base(pairs(of(the(promoter,(and(does(so(in(a(way(independent(of(
promoter(width,(which( is( influenced(by( the(presence(of( rare(outlier(TSS(and(other(
noise,( particularly( in( highXdepth( datasets( such( as( ours.( I( found( that( both( CAGE(
Windows(and(CAGE(peaks(showed(a(bimodal(distribution(of(shape( index((Fig(2.3c).(
The(midpoint(between(the( two(modes(of( this(distribution( lies(at(approximately( X1,(
and( so( we( refer( to( peaks( with( a( shape( index( of( X1( or( greater( as( ‘narrow’( in(
subsequent(analyses.(The(lower((broader)(end(of(the(shape(distribution(spectrum(is(
heavily( biased( towards( internal( peaks.( This( likely( reflects( the( fact( that( ‘internal’(
peaks( tend( to(occur( in( transcribed( regions(where( the(distribution(of( tags( tends( to(
follow( a( much( flatter( distribution( than( it( does( in( promoters.( In( contrast( to( some(
previous(reports((Hoskins# et#al 2011)( I( find(a(clear(bimodality( in(the(distribution(of(
shape( index( for( Drosophila promoters.( We( also( carried( out( gene( set( enrichment(
analysis( (GSEA)( to( assess(which( genes( had( greater( numbers( of( CAGE( peaks( in( the(
main(set.(Since(both(expression(and(gene( length( likely(coXvary(with( the(number(of(
peaks,(we( controlled( for( these( by( fitting( a( negative( binomial,(with( the( number( of(
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Previous( work( has( shown( (Hoskins# et# al 2011,( Carninci# et# al 2006)( narrower(
promoters(tend(to(show(more(dynamic,(specific(transcriptional(patterns.(I(wished(to(
confirm( that( this( was( true( of( my( CAGE( peaks,( and( to( do( so,( I( used( the( DESeq2(
package( (Love# et# al 2014)( to( test( peaks( for( differential( expression( between( time(
points,(and(examine(which(promoters(showed(changes(in(expression(over(the(course(
of(D.#melanogaster#development( (Fig(2.6).(The(extremely( large( size(of(our(dataset(
allows( for( the(detection(of(very(small(changes,( such(that(64%(of(main(CAGE(peaks(
show(some(statistically(significant(change.(However(counting(only(those(CAGE(peaks(
with(a( log2( fold(change(of(1.5(or(more(between(the( two(time(points,(we( find( that(
26%(of( our( peaks( differ( between( timepoints.(Narrow(peaks( are( dramatically(more(















































































































































Ohler Motifs − Shape Index
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broad( peaks( showing( significant( log2( fold( change( greater( than( 1.5.( The( overall(
proportion( of( genes( whose( log2fold( change( is( positive( is( 62.7%.( Furthermore,( an(
analysis( of( GO( terms( enriched( for( high( fold( change( between( timepoints( (see(
materials( and( methods)( shows( that( genes( with( functions( in( reproduction( and(
development( are( enriched( in( these( differentially( regulated( genes( (Fig.( 2.7).( These(
results(again(illustrate(the(nature(of(the(separate(gene(regulatory(systems(governing(





































Distribution of Significant Log2(Fold Change)























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MA plot for Expression at 2−4h vs. 10−12h
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(largely( overlapping( with( the( 5’( CAGE( lines),( collected( over( three( different(
timepoints,( as( with( the( 5’( CAGE( data.( The( data( were( aligned( to( personalized(
genomes( and( used( to( derive( a( set( of( polyadenylation( (pA)( sites( for( QTL( calling.(
Briefly,( these( peaks(were( called( using( reads( corresponding( to( transcript( ends,( and(
represent(locations(where(15(or(much(such(reads(were(clustered(in(a(single(location,(





of( transcripts( associated(with( a( peak( cannot( be( inferred.(We( therefore( elected( to(
















Having( identified(usUTRs( in(Drosophila ,( I(wished(to(examine(their(distribution(and(
frequency(across(the(genome.( In(general( the(variation( in(the(number(of(pA(sites( is(
large,( with( 10349( (67%)( of( genes( having( between( one( and( 68( pA( sites( linked( to(
them.((Fig(2.9a)(Our(procedure(gave(putative(usUTRs(for(most(pA(sites,(with(93%(of(
them( occurring( less( than( 10kb( downstream( of( a( candidate( stop( codon,( and( thus(
allowing( unspliced( UTRs( to( be( inferred( (Fig( 2.9b).( Genes( had( up( to( 44( usUTRs(
attributed(to(them.(Most(usUTRs(were(relatively(short((See(Fig(2.10)(with(a(median(












Mean usUTR length = (100bp x 0.3) + (200bp x 0.5) + (300bp x 0.2)
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2.2.2 3’'UTR'length'change'and'expression'in'Drosophila  
!
Since(each(of(our(usUTRs(was(associated(with(a(measure(of(expression,(we(were(able(
to(examine(changes( in(their( relative(usage(over(development.(A(gene’s(UTR( length(
cannot(be(expressed( in(a(single(number( in(cases(where(more(than(one(UTR(exists.(
Naively,(one(might(suppose(that(a(gene(could(switch( totally(between(a( longer(and(
shorter(UTR( over( development,( but( in( practice,(we( observed( that( changes( in(UTR(
usage( are( almost( always( quantitative,( rather( than( qualitative.( We( therefore(
summarized( the( length( of( the( UTRs( in( use( by( a( gene( at( a( given( time( point( by(
weighting(each(of(the(usUTR(lengths(by(their(relative(expression,(to(derive(a(‘mean(
expressed(UTR( length( for(each(gene.(Most(genes(show(relatively( little(change,( (Fig(







to(occur(during(Drosophila development((Smibert# et#al 2012),( in(which(lengthening(
UTRs(are(associated(with(decreasing(gene(expression,(in(particular(in(the(developing(
nervous(system,(where(this(change(in(UTR(usage(affects(the(usage(of(RNA(regulatory(
motifs.( We( note( however( that( this( signal( could( also( be( caused( by( the( false(
attribution(of(pA(sites(to(genes,(since(such(misattributed(peaks(would(be(less(likely(
to( show(coXregulation(with( the(gene’s(other(pA(sites.(Reasoning( that(GeneXpA(site(




2.3 Enhancer'transcription'in'Drosophila  
!
2.3.1 Enhancer'transcription'in'human'vs.'Drosophila  
!
With( the(advent(of(high(sensitivity(expression(assays,( it(has(become(clear( that( the(
distinction(between(a(promoter(element(and(enhancer(elements( is(not(as( clear(as(
previously( thought.( Numerous( studies( have( shown( that( many( enhancer( elements(
also(have(transcription((e.g.(Kim#et#al 2010,(e.g.(Andersson#et#al 2014),(however(to(
date,(the(phenomenon(has(received(only(cursory(study(in(Drosophila .((
While( some(papers( have( referenced( the(presence(of( transcription( at( enhancers( in(
Drosophila (Kharchenko# et#al 2011,(Core# et#al 2012)(none,(to(our(knowledge,(have(
addressed(the(question(of(whether(this(transcription(is(of(similar(intensity(to(that(in(
humans.((
I( began( my( analysis( by( examining( data( from( a( previous( study( that( had(
measured(transcription(at(Drosophila enhancers((Core#et#al 2012),(and(compared(it(
to( transcription( at( human( enhancers.( The( authors( performed( GROXseq,( which(
measures(nascent(transcription,(on(S2(cells,(and(compared(it(to(an(existing(dataset(
collected( in( human( IMR90( cells.( They( observed( that( a)( transcription( at(Drosophila 
enhancers(was(present,(and(b)(that(transcription(at(Drosophila enhancers(seemed(to(


























































































































A(number(of( recent(papers( (Brown# et# al 2014,(Batut# et# al 2014,Young# et# al 2013)(
have(significantly(increased(the(number(of(annotated(ncRNAs(and(transcripts(in(the(
D.#melanogaster#database.(It(appears(that(many(of(the(enhancers(examined(by(Core#


















































RNA(concentrations.(There( is( furthermore(no(reason(to(expect( the(relevant(scaling(
factor(to(be(proportional(to(the(number(of(genes,(number(of(enhancers,(or(genome(
size(of(the(two(organisms.( I( therefore(made(the(approximation(that(considering(all(
expressed( genes;( the( median( expression( should( be( similar( between( S2( cells( and(
IMR90(cells.(I(then(resampled(the(IMR90(GROseq(data(so(that(the(median(levels(for(
expressed(genes(were(equal( to( those( in( the(S2(data( (Fig(2.15a).(This(allowed( for(a(
comparison(of(the(GROXseq(counts(in(the(two(sets(of(enhancers.(Fig(2.15b(shows(the(
result( –( transcription( from( enhancers( in( Drosophila S2( cells( is( of( comparable(
magnitude(to(that(in(human(IMR90(cells.(
( These( results( suggest( that( enhancer( transcription( is( present( in( Drosophila 




















































Reads Over Enhancers (DHS)A B
 62 
(
Having(established( the(presence(of(eRNA( in(Drosophila ,(we(wished( to(examine( its(
association(with(enhancer(activity.(To(do(this,(we(first(took(advantage(of(published(





be( necessary.( The( STARRXseq( dataset( thus( represent( a( tool( available( only( for(
Drosophila ,(and(is(particularly(relevant(to(the(question(of(eRNAs(and(their(functional(
relevance,( since( it( directly( measures( regulatory( activity( rather( than( some(
biochemical( proxy( such( as( DNase( sensitivity( or( the( presence( of( chromatin(marks,(
albeit(in(the(altered(context(of(an(expression(plasmid.(To(do(so,(we(took(advantage(
of(the(many(different(expression(assays(available(for(S2(cells.(A(variety(of(means(for(




to( determine.( PROcap( therefore( combines( the( advantages( of( both( assays.(
Meanwhile(the(assay(developed(by(Kwak#et#al 2013,(which(sequences(short,(capped,(
nuclear( RNAs,( should( in( principle( yield( a( very( similar( signal( to( that( from( PROcap(
(since(enriching(for(nuclear(RNA(will(also(enrich(for(nascent(RNAs)(without(the(need(
for( difficult( and( costly( nuclear( run( on( assays.( Applying( the( same( screens( for( gene(
overlap(we( applied( to( Core( et( al’s( enhancers,(we( examined( signal( over(DHS( in( S2(










































































     Fraction of STARR-Seq -ve DHS
as a function of Threshold -  S2 cells 
 65 
(
I( found(that(many(were(of( insufficient(depth(to(detect(all( transcription(at(DHS,(the(
exception( being( CAGE( data,(which(while( of( very( high( depth,( nevertheless( showed(
expression( at( few( DHS,( likely( reflecting( the( instability( of( eRNAs( and( the( fact( that(
CAGE(measures( steady(state(RNA( levels.(GROseq,( scRNA(and(PROcap(all( showed(a(




set( of( negatives.( Assessing( the( false( positive( rate( of( various( expression( thresholds(
(Fig(2.17)(shows(that(the(false(positive(rate((fraction(of(STARRseq(–ve(DHS)(reaches(a(
minimum(at(1X10(TPM(for(both(GROseq(and(scRNA,(before(climbing(again(at(higher(
thresholds.( This(may( reflect( the( fact( that( very( high( levels( of( short( capped( RNA(or(
GROseq( are( often( reflective( of( DHS( within( transcribed( regions,( since( PROcap( and(
CAGE,(which(do(not(exhibit(the(pattern(as(clearly,(give(signals(focused(exclusively(on(
TSS.((





























































































































































































250bp 125bp 0bp +125bp +250bp
PROcap Signal: STARR seq +ve DHS
250bp 125bp 0bp +125bp +250bp
procap Signal: STARR seq ve DHS
250bp 125bp 0bp +125bp +250bp
scRNA Signal: STARR seq +ve DHS
250bp 125bp 0bp +125bp +250bp








embryos.(We(wished( to( examine( the( presence( of( enhancer( transcription( in(whole(
embryo( datasets,( to( see( if( the( presence( of( eRNA( and( its( association( with( activity(
remained(visible.(To(do(so,(we(turned(to(a(large(database(of(experimentally(verified(
enhancers( collected( from( the( literature( (see( materials( and( methods).( Since( this(
database(consists(of(relatively(large(regions,(we(overlapped(our(enhancers(with(DHS(
taken(from(a(study(of(DNase(sensitivity( in(whole(embryo((Thomas# et#al 2011)( (see(
materials( and( methods),( assuming( that( the( DHS( should( generally( represent( the(
active( sequence( within( each( tested( region.( This( dataset( affords( us( the( ability( to(
distinguish(between(a)(active(enhancers(X(enhancers(which(are(active(at(a(given(time(
point(b)(inactive(enhancers(X(enhancers(which(are(inactive(at(a(given(time(point(but(
are( active( at( some( other( time( point,( and( c)( ‘negative’( regions( which( have( been(
tested(for(enhancer(activity(and(were(found(to(be(inactive(at(every(time(point.(The(
latter( represent( an( important( control( set( that( have( thus( far( been( missing( from(
studies(of(eRNA.(To(examine(transcription(of(enhancers( in( the(developing(embryo,(
we( focused(on(a(single( time(point(–(6X8(hours,(and(made(use(of(both( the(5’(CAGE(
data(used(to(call(CAGE(peaks,(and(a(PROcap(dataset(collected(at(the(same(time(point(
in(whole( embryo.( Saturation( analysis( showed( that,( again,( only( the(CAGE(data(was(
fully( saturated,( due( to( the( small( number( of( reads( in( the( other( datasets,( and( that(






FPR( occurs( for( both( CAGE( and( PROcap,( with( CAGE( showing( a( somewhat( greater(
decrease.(Applying( a( threshold(on(CAGE(and(PROcap(at( the( same( level( used( in( S2(
cells( (0.5( TPM)( gave( no( significant( difference( in( numbers( of( DHS( overlapping(
enhancers,(however(a(lower(threshold(of(0.32,(chosen(by(the(inflection(point(of(the(
 69 
FPR( plot( (Fig( 2.21),( gave( significant,( albeit( lower,( association( between( expression(
and(enhancer(activity((Fig(2.22).(
As( in( S2( cells,( plotting( signal( over( DHS( shows( that( that( even( some( regions(
within(the(‘negative’(set(nonetheless(show(transcription((Fig(2.23).(Notably,(inactive(
























































































































































































of( highest( expression( for( each(DHS( identified( at( 6X8( hours.( DHS( on( the( left( (A,( D)(
overlap(a(region(annotated(as(active(at(68h(via(transgenic(reporter(assay.(DHS(in(the(
PROcap Signal: Active DHS PROcap Signal: Inactive DHS PROcap Signal: Negative DHS
-250bp -125bp 0bp +125bp +250bp-250bp -125bp 0bp +125bp +250bp-250bp -125bp 0bp +125bp +250bp
PROcap Signal: Negative DHS
CAGE Signal: Active DHS CAGE Signal: Inactive DHS CAGE Signal: Negative DHS









We( wished( to( determine( whether( the( regions( we( identified( as( having( enhancer(
transcription(in,vivo (would(also(drive(detectable(tissue(specific(activity(of(a(reporter(
gene( in, vivo .( In( order( to( confirm( that( our( enhancer( RNAs( possessed( specific(
transcriptional(activity(in,vivo ,(we(decided(to(carry(out(transgenic(reporter(assays.(In(
order( to( select( candidates( for( validation,( I( selected( intergenic( regions(bound(by(at(
least(three(mesodermal(transcription(factors((Zinzen#et#al 2009),(and(displaying(the(
histone( modification( H3K27ac,( and( RNAPII( binding,( at( 6X8( hours( (Fig.( 2.24).( We(
reasoned( that( enhancers( with( highly( stable( eRNA( (high( CAGE/PROcap)( might( be(
more( likely( to(show(detectable( transcription(than(those(with( less(stable(eRNA.(We(
chose(four(enhancers(with(a(high(ratio(of(CAGE(to(PROcap,(and(four(enhancers(with(
a(low(ratio(of(CAGE(to(PROcap.(As(expected,(most((7/8)(enhancers(displayed(tissue(
specific(enhancer(activity( in,vivo .( In(4/8(cases((Fig(2.25,(Table(2.1),( three(from(the(
high(CAGE/PROcap(group(and(one(from(the(low(CAGE/PROcap(group,(our(enhancers(
were( able( to( drive( tissue( specific( transcriptional( activity( when( used( in( place( of( a(
promoter.( Since( a( low( ratio( of( CAGE( to( PROcap( should( indicate( an( unstable(
transcript,( it( is( possible( that( some( of( these( enhancers( also( produced( unstable(
reporter(transcripts,(and(simply(drove(expression(at(a(steady(state( level(too(low(to(




with(enhancer( transcription( showed(visible(expression,( it( is(possible( that(enhancer(






































and( genetic( variation,( but( also( complements( an( increasing( number( of( papers(
demonstrating( that( the( transcriptome( is( more( complex( than( has( previously( been(
appreciated((Brown#et#al 2014,(Young#et#al 2013).(A(common(theme(that(emerges,(
and(one(my(work(confirms,( is( that( transcriptional(complexity( is(strongly(associated(
with( a( distinct( class( of( genes,( which( tend( to( show( spatially( restricted( expression(
patterns((Hoskins#et#al 2011,(Carninci#et#al 2006,(Rach#et#al 2009),(narrow(promoter(
shape,(and(more(complex(3’(UTRs(and(pA(site(usage((Simbert#et#al 2012).((
( Particularly( interesting( are( the( small( subset( of( ‘ultra( complex’( genes( that(
account( for( a( large( fraction( of( the( distinct( transcripts( within( metazoan( genomes(







At( present,( almost( every( paper( making( use( of( 5’( CAGE( uses( a( different(
method(to(define(‘peaks’.(The(reason(that(no(well(accepted(method(has(emerged(is(
likely(the(intrinsic(difficulty(of(the(task(–(unlike(say,(ChIP(data,(for(which(data(can(be(
separated( into( signal( and( a( relatively( well( defined( noise( proportional( to( input(
chromatin,( there( is( as( of( yet( no(well( accepted(model( for( the( ‘noise’(which( affects(
CAGE.( It( is( not( clear( in( fact( if( there( is( any( significant( technical( noise( component(
within(CAGE(data(–( it(may(be(that(every( location(showing(a(CAGE(tag(represents(a(
site(that( is(transcribed(by(PolII(at(some(point.(The(strengths(of( individual(CAGE(tag(
sites( show(a(power( law(distribution,( such( that(even( in(ultraXdeep(datasets( such(as(
ours,( the( number( of( weak( sites( in( the( genome( is( nowhere( near( saturated.( More(
likely,( all( CAGE( datasets( contain( some( small( component( of( contamination( from(
genomic(DNA(as(well.(The(question(of(what(constitutes(a(‘significant’(CAGE(tag(peak(
is( therefore( a( difficult( one.( Models( which( attempt( to( account( for( noise( within(
transcribed( regions,( such( as( my( own,( will( benefit( from( newer,( deeper( RNAseq(
datasets,( as( well( as( more( sophisticated( models( of( where( reXcapping( and( other(
processes( tend( to( occur( (such( as( ones( differentiating( between( noise( levels( within(
exons(and(introns,(and(around(splice(sites).(Assessing(the(significance(of(extragenic(
transcription( is( more( difficult,( but( is( of( close( relevance( to( studies( of( enhancer(
transcription.(The(continuous(distribution(of(transcription(over(enhancers(presents(a(
serious( difficulty( to( studies( of( Erna( –( even( if( all( enhancers( show( transcription( at(
sufficient( sequencing( depth,( there( is( presumably( some( level( below( which(
transcriptional(activity( is(unlikely( to(be(significant.(Estimating( this( level(will( require(





(( I(have(demonstrated(that( the(phenomenon(of(enhancer( transcription(exists(
in( D.# melanogaster# to( a( similar( extent( as( in( mammalian( systems.( I( have( also(








complementary( explanation( is( that( DHS( data( provides(more( explanatory( power( in(
the(context(of(whole(embryo(regulatory(activity(than( in(the(context(of(activity( in(a(
single( cell,( leaving( less( for( transcriptional( activity.( The( nonXtranscribed( DHS( in( S2(
cells( could( represent( regulatory( elements( active( in( other( contexts,( and(with(more(
regulatory( contexts( represented( in( whole( embryo( data,( DNase( sensitivity( would(
more(closely(represent(activity.(
( Studies(making( use( of( tissue( specific( expression( data( should( be( able( to( go(
some(way(towards(resolving(this(question.(Studies(have(shown((Zhu#et#al 2013)(that(
eRNA,( when( incorporated( into( models( including( chromatin( data,( can( improve(
predictions( of( enhancer( activity.( Studies( of( large( numbers( of( cell( lines( (Yao# et# al 
2015)(have(also( shown( that(eRNA(shows( tissue(specific(activity( that( coXvaries(with(
their( target( genes.( The( use( of( tissue( specific( assays( to( collect( data( on( eRNA( from(











Any(attempt( to(analyze( the(mechanisms(underlying(eQTL( in(Drosophila will(





CAGE,( 3’( TagXseq,( and( ChIP( datasets( by( a( uniform( set( of( accession( IDs( and( codes,(
these( motifs( represent( a( single( unified( body( of( regulatory( information( to( be(
employed( in( later( analysis.( In( this( chapter,( by( improving( on( an( extending( our(
knowledge(of(which(sequence(motifs(are(associated(with(transcriptional( regulation(








attempts( to( collate( this( data( have( been( incomplete( (Negre# et# al 2011,Boyle# et# al 
2014)( and( in( order( to( facilitate( our( analysis( of( QTL( mechanism( and( enhancer(
function,( we( elected( to( compile( an( up( to( date( database( of( all( ChIP( peaks( in( D.#
melanogaster# embryonic( development.( This( dataset( represents( an( important(
resource( for( Drosophila genomics( in( general,( and( for( my( thesis( in( particular.( It(
comprises(424(total(datasets(for(139(distinct(factors(at(65(different(time(points.(We(
ranked(our(datasets(by(their(source(and(reliability,(taking(into(account(factors(such(









Transcription( Factor( Network( Project( (BDTNP)( and( related( sources,( and( the(
modEncode(project((see(materials(and(methods(for(table(of(sources).((
Each(of(these(position(weight(matrices(was(linked(to(a(unique,(and(up(to(date(
Flybase( gene( accession(number,(where( such( a( link( could( be(made.( Crucially,( since(
both( chip( and(PWM(datasets( have(been( given(unique( and(matching( Flybase(Gene(
IDs,(the(two(datasets(can(be(easily(intersected,(something(that(is(often(difficult(using(





Source( Peaks( Factors( Timepoints( Datasets( With(PWMs(
Furlong(Lab( 57868( 13( 7( 28( 13(
modEncode(Boyle(
et(al( 136619( 51( 22( 83( 38(
Berkeley(Kaplan(et(
al( 29391( 6( 1( 6( 6(
Berkeley(BDTNP( 126360( 25( 4( 27( 23(
modEncode(X(









Source( PWMs( Factors( With(ChIP(Data(
flyfactor( 670( 359( 64(
jaspar( 131( 126( 40(
pouya( 200( 62( 60(
berkeley( 5( 5( 5(
berkeley(bdtnp( 19( 19( 19(
'
Table' 3.2' Table' of' data' sources' for' PWM'data.' Shown(are( the( various(databases(
from( which( PWMs( were( gathered,( the( number( of( Position(Weight(Matrices( from(














represents( a( binding( site( for( the( factor.( PWM( scores( encode( the( assumption( that(
bases( affect( affinity( independently,(which( is( an( approximation,( but( one(which( has(
still(allowed(PWMs(to(become(the(de(facto(standard(for(modeling(protein(binding.(
Many( PWMs( are( derived( from( in, silico,motif( discovery( tools,(which( have( a( strong(
tendency( to( overXfit( their( input( data( (Simcha# et# al 2012).( Often( the( motifs( they(
output,( although( statistically( enriched( in( the( input( data,( lack( predictive( power,(
particularly(when(used(with(other(ChIP(datasets(–(for(instance(in(a(different(cell(type(
or(developmental(stage,(or(even(a(different(antibody.(Motif(discovery(tools(will(often(
yield(motifs( that( simply( reflect( the(sequence(biases(of( the( input(data(–(e.g.(motifs(
composed(entirely(of(di(or(mononucleotide(repeats((Fig(3.1a).(In(addition,(they(may(
yield(motifs(that(actually(represent(binding(factors(for(TFs(other(than(the(one(used(
to( generate( the( ChIP( data( (Fig( 3.1b).(We( therefore( decided( to( carry( out( receiver(
operating( characteristic( (ROC)( analysis( on( our( PWM(motifs.( A( ROC( curve( is( a( tool(




used( metric( to( assess( the( quality( of( a( binary( classifier.( Motifs( discovered(























transcription( factor(motifs,( using( the( highest( quality( available( datasets( as( positive(
sets,(and(a(published(embryonic(DNase(sensitivity(peaks,(without(the(relevant(ChIP(
dataset,( as( negative( regions.( The( choice( of( DNase( sensitive( regions( as( negative(
regions( is( important,( as( the( negative( set( should( have( sequence( characteristics( as(
close( as( possible( to( the( positive.( Some( factors( showed( extremely( high( AUCs,( for(
instance,(one(motif(for(Zld((also(known(as(vfl)(–(a(factor(involved(in(the(activation(of(
the(zygotic(genome(during(the(maternal(to(zygotic(transition,(shows(an(AUC(of(0.80(

















Motif: Discovered Bcd Motif (4)A













































































































































factors,( so( that( sequence(affinity(becomes( the(primary(determinant(of( its(binding.(
Conversely,( some( factors( actually( showed( negative( AUC,( meaning( that( their(












lowXorder( markov( model( of( sequence( probabilities.( This( approach( essentially(
requires(that(TF(binding(sites(are(rare.(As(such(it(will(work(reasonably(well(for(motifs(
with( fairly( specific( sequence(affinities,(but(poorly( for(motifs( that(are( in( fact( rather(
nonspecific.(Another(approach(used(by(the(program(Patser((Stormo#et#al 1999)(uses(
the(information(content(of(the(motif( itself(to(set(the(score(cutoff,(and(involves(the(
assumption( that( the(PWM(is(an(accurate(description(of( the( factors(binding(affinity(
for( DNA.( This( approach( is( useful( in( that,( given( PWMs( that( accurately( describe(
sequence(affinity,(it(will(accurately(call(many(sites(for(nonspecific(factors(and(few(for(
highly( specific( factors.( In( practice( however,( the( score(will( be( at( best( a( very( rough(
guide(for(protein(binding,(since(it(will(fail(to(account(for(the(many(other(interactions(
with( nucleosomes,( other( factors,( molecular( crowding( etc.( Motifs( produced( by( a(
statistical(motif(discovery(program(such(as(Meme,(will(also(contain(only(incomplete(
information,(compared(to(a(PWM(generated(by(a(PBM.(Biochemical(affinity(is(in(any(
case(often( too( complicated( to(express( as( a( linear(weighting(over(nucleotides.( This(






cutoff( for(many( factors.(We( reasoned( that( factors(whose( actual( bound(motifs( are(
found(at(a(much(higher( frequency(within( their(ChIP(binding(sites(would(see(only(a(
fraction( of( these( sites( excluded( by( this( method,( and( those( with( a( much( lower(









AUC( based( analysis( in( that( it( is( not( reliant( on( DNase( peak( data,( and( takes( into(
account( the( genome( as( a( whole.( In( addition,( the( use( of( shuffled( motifs( as( a(
comparison(controls(for(predictive(value(the(PWM(may(have(due(to( its(GC(content(
alone,( a( factor( which( may( be( more( or( less( common( for( certain( PWMs,( and( for(
certain( ChIP( datasets.( Finally,( the( enrichment( score( is( a( measure( that( specifically(
assesses( the( performance( of( the( cutoff( selected( for( the( PWM,( rather( than( its(
performance( over( the( range( of( cutoffs( selected.( The( measure( is( also( more(




















by( first( grouping( similar( motifs( into( clusters,( using( their( normalized( columnXwise(


























derive( information( from( allele( frequencies,( filtering( our(motifs( using( INSIGHT,( and(
then( carrying( out( eQTL( analysis,(would( be( somewhat( circular.(We( could( therefore(
not( use( INSIGHT( to( further( filter( motifs,( but( could( use( it( as( an( independent(




In(order(to(control( for(biases( in( functional(base(content(due(to(CG(content,(














AUC - Enrichment Comparison
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analogous( to( the( enrichment( score( based( on( presence( in( ChIP( peaks.( RhoX
Enrichment(is(generated(by(dividing(rho(–(the(fraction(of(functional(sites(–(in(actual(
motif( matches( by( the( value( of( rho( in( shuffled( motif( matches.( We( filter( both( for(
presence(in(the(relevant(set(of(ChIP(peaks.(This(provides(an(independent(measure(of(
the( motifs( biological( functionality.( It( is( likely( however( to( be( a( somewhat( noisy(
measure( of( functionality.( Because( it( compares( regions( within( ChIP( peaks,( the(
inclusion( of( many( ‘false( positive’( in( the( ChIP( dataset,( or( the( inclusion( of( a( large(
amount( of( nonXregulatory( sequence( (for( instance( due( to( the( imprecise( nature( of(
ChIPXchip)(will(tend(to(decrease(its(power.(Furthermore(there(can(be(no(guarantee(
that( the( nonXshuffled( motifs( will( not( resemble( other( functional( motifs,( or( simply(





274( nonX( redundant( motifs,( 125( had( a( significantly( higher( fraction( of( functional(
bases(than(the(corresponding(shuffled(motifs((where(significance(was(assessed(using(
INSIGHT’s(estimates(of(standard(error(for(the(rho(parameter).(We(also(used(INSIGHT(








two( metrics( correlate( with( motif’s( enrichment( for( sequence( conservation( and(
adaptation.(Both(provide(evidence( for(biological( function,(and(hence,( these(results(
provide( independent( evidence( that( our( motifXfiltering( pipeline( is( biologically(
meaningful.( Our( ‘High( quality’( motifs( were( significantly( enriched( for( functional(
motifs( as( assed( by( INSIGHT( (odds( ratio( 95%(CI( 3.99( –( 15.4,( p( <( 3.86x10X12,( fishers(
exact(test)(with(79%(of(the(high(Quality,(and(32(%(of(the(low(quality(motifs,(showing(
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a( significant( Rho( ratio.( We( furthermore( used( a( linear( model( to( ask( if( the( two(
measurements(correlated(independently(with(Rho(Ratio(and(found(that(indeed,(both(
have( independent( associations( with( Rho( Enrichment,( validating( our( use( of( both(
measurements(to(filter(our(motifs((see(methods).(For(a(small(minority(of(TF(motifs,(
Rho( Ratio( is( negative,( however( these( motifs( (e.g.( the( flyfactor( motif( for( ubx)( in(
general( have( a( lower( absolute( value( of( rho,( and( none( pass( our( AUC/Enrichment(
based(quality(filter,(suggesting(that(they(are(artifacts(of(the(motif(discovery(process.(

















flyfactor doc2 sanger 5
flyfactor exd cell
flyfactor hb solexa 5
flyfactor lola−pc sanger 5
flyfactor lola−pq solexa
flyfactor shn−f1−2 sanger 5
flyfactor tin cell





pouya cbt disc1 8mer
pouya D disc6 8mer
pouya trx disc1 8mer








flyfactor lola pk sanger 5
flyfactor ttk−pa solexa
jaspar Eip74EF
pouya chinmo disc2 8mer
pouya disco known1 8mer
pouya Kr disc2 8mer
pouya slp1 disc2 8mer














factor.( B)( Same( yXaxis( as( A),( but( the( xXaxis( shows( the( AUC( for( each( motif.( Both(
























Functional site enrichment vs AUC





















Functional site enrichment vs ChIP Peak Enrichment






In( addition( to( my( study( of( transcription( factor( motifs( in( D.# melanogaster,( I( also(
carried(out(an(analysis(of(promoterXassociated(motifs.(Previous(studies((Ohler# et#al 
2002,(Fitzgeral# et# al 2006,Down# et# al 2007)have(made(use(of(more( limited(sets(of(
Drosophila TSS,(and(as(such(my(set(of(CAGE(peaks(offers(an(opportunity(to(discover(
previously( unknown( promoter( associated( motifs,( and( variants( of( known( motifs.(
Furthermore,( we( wished( to( base( our( mechanistic( analyis( of( QTL( on(motifs( which(
were(particularly(abundant(within(our(CAGE(peaks,(and(thus(we(elected(to(carry(out(
our( own(motif( discovery.( To( discover( these(motifs( I(made(use( of( the(Meme( Suite(




sequences( were( all( drawn( from( the( set( of( ‘main’( peaks( (see( previous( chapter).(
‘Internal’(peaks(were(also(analyzed(with(Meme,(however(this(analysis(did(not(yield(
any( motifs( resembling( known( promoter( associated( motifs,( instead( yielding( only(
some(low(confidence(motifs(resembling(known(splice(signals,(supporting(our(choice(
to( exclude( internal( peak( from( the(main( analysis,( and( suggesting( that( the( internal(
peaks(frequently(represent(a(different(biological(phenomenon,(such(as(recapping(or(
contamination(in(the(CAGE(protocol,(than(the(‘main’(set.((





the( INR(motif( appears( when( examining( all( TSS,( but( also( in( two( different( variants(
when( contrasting( narrow( vs.( broad( promoters,( and( three( different( variants( when(
examining(only(narrow(TSS).(We(therefore(designed(a(similarity(score(that(combines(
similarity( of( sequence,( and( similarity( of( positional( enrichment,( to( cluster( our(
promoter( associated( motifs.( The( similarity( score( is( defined( as( the( column( wise(
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correlation( score(used(by(Pietrovski# et# al (1996),(with(0.1(added( for(motifs(whose(
















(Ohler# et#al 2002,(Ni# et#al 2010,(hereafter(referred(to(as(the(‘Ohler(Motifs’)(cluster(
with( one( or(more( identified(motifs( in( our( set,( indicating( that( our(motif( discovery(
procedure( recovers( the( known( sequence( features( of(Drosophila promoters.( All( 15(
enriched(kXmers(identified(by(Fitzgerald#et#al (2006)(are(also(encompassed(in(one(of(
our( clusters,( as( are( 50%(of( the( 120(motifs( identified( by(Bailey# et# al (2009),(which(
likely(represent(a(larger,(less(stringent(set(of(motifs,(with(more(false(positives.((
Of( our( 59( clusters( of( similar( motifs,( 65%( include( a( motif( with( significant(
positional(enrichment,( (Fig(3.6).(These(positional(enrichments(vary( in(both(breadth(
and( location.( For( instance,( motifs( that( cluster( with( the( INR( motif( (Fig( 3.6a),( as(
expected,( are( tightly( positioned( around( the( transcription( start( sight,( as( are(motifs(
clustering(with(Motif(1.(Motifs(matching(the(TATA(box(show(enrichment(upstream(of(
the(TSS,(while(motifs(matching(DPE( (downstream(promoter(element)( are(enriched(
downstream( of( the( TSS.( Of( the( motifs( that( do( not( match( any( of( the( eight( Ohler(
motifs,( many( also( show( strong( positional( enrichment( (Fig( 3.6b).( For( instance,( the(
motif(AAYSGAA,(identified(in(narrow(promoters,(is(strongly(centrally(enriched((
Source( PWMs( Factors( With(ChIP(Data(
flyfactor( 670( 359( 64(
jaspar( 131( 126( 40(
pouya( 200( 62( 60(
berkeley( 5( 5( 5(
berkeley(bdtnp( 19( 19( 19(
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A)( Positional( Enrichment( for( Discovered( Promoter( associated( motifs( resembling(





A)( Shape( bias( of( Discovered( promoter( associated(motifs( resembling( Ohler(Motifs.(
TSS( with( discovered( motifs( which( match( Ohler( motifs( have( mean( shape( scores(
differing(from(the(global(shape(score(mean,(reflecting(the(known(biases(of(the(Ohler(
motifs((e.g.(INR(is(biased(towards(narrow(promoters).(Bars(represent(95%(CI(limits(of(
the( mean( shape( index( for( all( CAGE( peaks( with( the( motif.( Dotted( line( represents(
average(shape(index(of(all(CAGE(peaks.B)(Shape(bias(of(discovered(promoter(motifs(
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downstream(motifs( in(our( subsequent(classification.(The(xX(axis( shows( the(zone(of(
enrichment( defined( by( Centrimo,( with( the( dot( denoting( its( centre.( B)( Positional(







~4%( to( ~22%,( depending( on( their( specificity.( This( is( in( broad( agreement(with( the(
numbers( for( TATA(promoters( usually( quoted( in( the( literature.(We(note( that( there(
has(been(some(dispute((Fitzgerald#et#al 2006)(over(the(prevalence(of(the(TATA(box(as(
a(promoter(associated(motif(in(the(literature.(The(apparent(prevalence(of(a(motif(is(
strongly( dependent( on( the( background(model( used( for( random( sequence( (AT( rich(
sequences( like( the( TATA( box( will( be( found( dramatically( more( often( if( CG( rich(
regulatory( regions(are(used(as( the(background)(and( the(specificity(of( the(motif,(as(
well( as( the( area( relative( to( the( TSS( in( which( instances( are( counted( (we( used( the(
positionally(enriched(area( for(each(of(our(motifs)(we(suggest( this( is( the(reason( for(
the(disagreeing(reports.(Motifs(not(matching(Ohler(motifs(also(show(a(wide(range(of(
prevalence,( from(several( short(motifs(and(AT( rich( repeats( that(are(present( in(over(
50%(of(promoters,(to(motifs(that(are(found(in(less(than(5%(of(promoters.(Also(highly(
variable( is( the( degree( to(which( promoter(motifs( are( enriched( over( their( expected(
abundance( based( on( base( composition.(While( promoter(motifs( like( INR,( DRE( and(
TATA(show(a(dramatically(higher(prevalence(than(their(shuffled(counterparts,(many(
of( our( more( highly( prevalent( promoterXassociated( motifs( are( only( somewhat(
enriched( over( shuffled( control( motifs( with( the( same( base( composition.( This( may(
indicate( that( their( presence( is( simply( a( result( of(Meme’s( failure( to( capture(more(
complex(sequence(biases(in(background(sequences.(In(conclusion,(because(our(study(







A)( Fraction( of( ‘main’( CAGE( peaks( containing( discovered(motifs( (xXaxis)( resembling(
Ohler(Motifs,(and(same( for( shuffled(control(motifs.(Each(motif’s(consensus( (yXaxis)(
and( its(matching(Ohler(motif( (grey(box)(are(shown.(Only(motifs(within( the(zone(of(
enrichment( defined( by( Centrimo( were( counted.( B)( Same( as( (A)( for( promoter(
associated( motifs( not( resembling( Ohler( Motifs.( Discovered( promoter( associated(
motifs(vary(widely( in(their(prevalence,(and(enrichment(over(shuffled(controls,(with(

















































































































































































INR(and(the(TATA(box(for( instance,(showing(a(high(average(shape( index,( indicating(
they(are(found(more(often(in(narrow(promoters,(while(motifs( like(Motif(1(and(DRE(
found(more( often( in( broad( promoters.( The( rest( of( our(motifs( (Fig( 3.8b( also( show(
significant( shape( biases.( For( instance( the( motif( AAYAACAA,( which( resembles( one(
motif((TIFDMEM0000065)(discovered(by(Down(et,al,(shows(a(significant((cohen’s(d(=(
0.38(–(0.54,(95%(CI,(Welsh’s(two(sample(tXtest)(bias(towards(broad(promoters.(This(
motif( also( resembles( the( motif( for( the( zinc( finger( domain( TF( CG4360,( a( weak(












A)( Shape( bias( of( Discovered( promoter( associated(motifs( resembling( Ohler(Motifs.(
TSS( with( discovered( motifs( which( match( Ohler( motifs( have( mean( shape( scores(
differing(from(the(global(shape(score(mean,(reflecting(the(known(biases(of(the(Ohler(
motifs((e.g.(INR(is(biased(towards(narrow(promoters).(Bars((xXaxis)(represent(95%(CI(
limits( of( the( mean( shape( index( for( all( CAGE( peaks( with( the( motif.( Dotted( line(
represents( average( shape( index( of( all( CAGE( peaks.B)( Shape( bias( of( discovered(
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our( function(analysis( framework( to( the(promoterXassociated(motifs( as(well.(Unlike(
transcription( factor( motifs,( our( promoterXassociated( motifs( lacked( any( specific(
sequenceXindependent( measure( that( could( provide( a( region( in( which( functional(
motifs( would( be( present.( As( a( proxy,( we( instead( used( the( zones( of( positional(




(Fig( 3.9a,b).(Many(of(our( three(positionally( enriched(unknown(classes( also( show(a(
significant( Rho( Ratio.(We( also( compared( the( proportion( of(motifs( with( significant(
Rho( Ratios( in( the( ‘Upstream’,( ‘TSS’( and( ‘Downstream’( (Fig( 3.10).( This( analysis(
indicated( that,( surprisingly,(TSS(motifs(were( the( least( likely( to( show(enrichment( in(
functional( bases( over( their( shuffled( versions,( and( upstream(motifs(were( the(most(
likely.(A(likely(explanation(for(this(is(the(regions(used(for(the(comparison(–(TSS(are(in(
general(highly(enriched(for( functional(bases,(such(that(many(of(the(shuffled(motifs(
would( still( overlap( functional( regions.( Similarly,( downstream( regions( being(
transcribed(are(more(likely(to(be(functional.((
'
In( all( these( results( provide( further( evidence( that( our( promoterXassociated( motifs(



























































































































































































































In( addition( to( my( study( of( Transcription( Factor( Motifs( in(D.# melanogaster,( I( also(
wished( to( study( motifs( found( in( proximity( to( pA( sites.( As( with( the( discovery( of(
promoterXassociated( motifs,( we( faced( D.( melanogaster( the( lack( of( any( specific(
genome( wide( read( assay( corresponding( to( individual( motifs( –( a( given( RNA( motif(
could( be( present( in( a( small( percentage( of,( or( almost( all,( polyadenylation( sites,(
meaning( that(ROC(analysis(of(our(motifs(was( impossible.(We( therefore(decided( to(
use(a(simple(consensus(sequence(based(approach(for(our(polyadenylation(motifs(–(
an(approach(that(has(been(used(in(previous(studies(for(RNA(motifs((Ray#et#al 2013).(
We( again( made( use( of( the( Meme( Suite( to( discover( pA( site( associated( motifs( in(
Drosophila (see( materials( and( methods).( As( our( search( sequence,( we( used( the(
300bp,(centered(on(the(3’(end(of(each(3’(TagXseq(peak.(We(chose(an(EXvalue(cutoff(
of(0.00005(for(our(analysis.((
Polyadenylation( occurs( through( the( cleavage( of( RNA( at( specific( motifs(
followed( by( the( addition( of( a( polyXA( tail( by( polyXA( polymerase( (reviewed( in(
Proudfoot( 2011).( CPSF( binds( to( the( polyadenylation( Site( (PAS),( a( motif( typically(
located( 10X30( bases( upstream( of( cleavage( sites,( while( CstF( binds( around( 25( bp(
downstream( (Fig.( 3.11a).( Motifs( resembling( motifs( for( both( these( factors( were(
identified( by( our( de( novo( analysis( (see( Table( 3.4)( of( which( six( resembled( known(






these(unknown(motifs,( some( resemble( known(RNA(binding(proteins( such( as( PABP(
and( SUPX26.(While( the( proteins( binding( the( other(motifs( are( unknown,( their( non(
random( positioning,( such( as( the( AAACcaA(motif( positioned( X1bp( upstream( of( the(







A)(Consensus(motifs( and(positional(enrichment(profiles( for( selected(discovered(pA(
site( associated( motifs.( The( known( major( polyadenylation( motifs( (1,2,6,9)( in(
Drosophila were(recovered,(as(well(as(other(motifs((15,22).(B)(Positionally(enriched(
motifs( were( divided( into( Known( motifs,( unknown( but( proximally( enriched,( and(













included.( By( contrast( the( unknown(motifs( are( generally( present( in( around( 10%(of(
TSS( or( less.( All( discovered( motifs( are( enriched( over( shuffled( control( motifs,( as(




































































































































































































































4 Mechanistic Analysis of eQTL in Drosophila melanogaster 
!
Having( carried( out( analyses( of( sequence( features( associated( with( promoters,(
transcription( factor( binding( sites,( and(polyadenylation( sites,(we(wished( to(use(our(
identified( sequences( features( as( tools( to( understand( the( variation( of( gene(
expression( in( D(melanogaster.( Previous( attempts( to( link( sequence( features( with(
eQTL(have(been(hampered(by(the(large(LD(block(size(in(humans((Reviewed(in(Gilad#










expression( levels.( Phenotypes(were( instead( generated( as( follows:( the( CAGE( signal(
was(first(divided(into(1kb(windows((see(materials(and(methods).(This(resulted(in(an(
81( x(2000(matrix( for(each(window,(with(81(being( the(number(of( lines( tested,( and(
2000( being( twice( the( number( of( basepairs( in( each(window( –( i.e.( one( column( per(
basepair/strand.( Principal( component( analysis( was( then( applied( to( each( of( these(
windows(and( the( first( 3( principle( components(were(used( as( phenotypes,( reducing(
the(dimensionality(of(each(line’s(phenotype(from(2000(to(3.(These(3(PCs(were(then(
used( as( phenotypes( in( a( multiXtrait( linear( model( that( accounted( for( background(
genetic(variation(as(well(as(time(point(specific(effects.(The(waveQTL(algorithm((Shim(
et( al( 2015)( was( then( used( on( the( QTL( identified( as( significant( in( this( principle(





affecting( the(distribution(of,( rather( than(number(of,( tags(at(a(TSS.(CAGE(QTL(were(
therefore(classified((using(Bayes(Factors(from(waveQTL)(into(Directional(QTL,(which(
correspond( to( traditional( eQTL( and( affect( the( number( of( tags( in( a( CAGE(Window,(



















1 kb TSS window
CAGE
signal
Genotypic variants (SNPs and SVs)






























Genotypic variants (SNPs and SVs)






























Expression vs usUTR length as phenotype
mean UTR length calculation
Gene Level QTL







gene’s(mean(usUTR( length.( The(3’( TagXseq(QTL(did(not( allow( the( same(analysis(of(
shape(that(the(tssQTL(allow((the( lower(resolution(of(the(3’(TagXseq(protocol(would(
make(this(impractical).(They(do(however,(in(the(case(of(uQTL,(allow(for(the(analysis(




of( the(mechanisms(underlying( variation( in( transcription( start( site( shape,( and(of( 3’(
Isoform(usage.(Different(classes(of(QTL(show(distinct(mechanisms,(and(each(provides(
a(window(into(a(different(aspect(of(the(genetic(variation(affecting(the(transcriptome.(
To( analyze( the( QTL,( I( have(made( use( of( datasets( gathered( and( created( in(
previous(chapters,(and(demonstrate(that(the(intersection(of(genomic(datasets(with(
eQTL( data( can( be( a( powerful( tool( for( understanding( the( mechanisms( of( gene(
regulatory(variation.(We(have(shown(that(many(eQTL(disrupt(putative(transcription(
factor,(promoter,(and(pA(site(associated(motifs.(We(have(also(discovered(that(eQTL(










the( many( confounding( factors( which( influence( the( likelihood( of( a( variant( being(
assigned(QTL( status(within( a( given( genomic( region.( The( first( and(most( obvious( of(
these( confounders( is( the( polymorphism( rate(within( a( feature( –( the(more( variants(
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that(are(present(with(a( feature,( the(more(QTL( can(be( found( in(a( feature.(This(will(
obviously( vary( by( the( size( of( the( region,( but( also( by( mutation( rate( and( selective(




also( determine( statistical( power( (see( Fig( 4.2).( Finally,( proximity( to( the( point( of(
measurement((i.e.(TSS(or(3’(TagXseq(Peak),(is(will(often(obscure(other(signals(unless(
controlled(for,(where(features(differ(in(their(average(proximity(to(the(TSS.(






















Previous( studies( in( human( have( shown( that( eQTL( are( in( general( enriched( within(
transcribed(regions((e.g.(Kwan#et#al 2008,(Pickrell#et#al 2010),(close(to(transcription(
start(sites,(and(in(exons(relative(to(introns,((Veyrieras((et(al(2008).(Enrichment(with(





















































































transcriptional( regulation( as( well.( Similarly,( the( TSS( is( an( obvious( focal( point( for(
variants( affecting( gene( expression,( given( that( it( is( the( focal( point( for( transcription(
initiation.((
( Mapping( the( locations( of( our( tssQTL( relative( to( their( target( gene( (Fig( 4.3)(
showed(that(our(QTL,(like(those(in(human(were(also(clustered(around(TSS.(
3’( TagXseq( 3i( QTL( (Fig( 4.3),( in( addition( to( clustering( around( TSS,( also( showed(
clustering(around(transcription(termination(sites,( in(agreement(with(their(potential(
involvement( in( polyadenylation( and( cleavage.( This( was( particularly( true( of( uQTL,(



























































































































the( affected( gene’s( TSS,( with( 28( greater( than( 50kb( away,( and( the( furthest( 81kb.(
These( results( points( to( a( greater( role( for( distal( regulation( in( Drosophila than(
previously( identified,( in( agreement( with( orthogonal( data( from( two( recent( studies(
(Kvon# et# al 2014,( GhaviXHelm# et# al 2014).( Furthermore,( by( providing( examples( of(
specific( distal( regulatory( links,( they( provide( a( useful( set( of( targets( for( further(
experimental(investigation.(
TssQTL( are( in( general(more( clustered( around( TSS( than( the( 3’( TagXseq(QTL,(
with( 85%(of( Redistribution( tssQTL,( and( 63%(of(Directional( tssQTL,(within( 1kb( of( a(
TSS.( We( observe( that( even( within( this( zone,( Redistribution( QTL( are( more( highly(
clustered( around( TSS( (Fig( 4.3)( than( are( Directional( CAGE( QTL,( with( Mixed( QTL(
showing(an(intermediate(phenotype.(This(supports(the(idea(that(Redistribution(QTL(
represent( variants( affecting( the( biology( of( transcription( initiation( itself,( whereas(
Directional(QTL(represent(all(variants(which(result(in(different(steady(state(transcript(














































































































































A( number( of( papers( have( observed( that( genomic( features( associated( with(
CRMs(are(enriched(for(the(presence(of(eQTL.(For(instance,(Gaffney#et#al (2012)(find(
that(features(like(DNase(I(hypersensitivity(hotspots,(and(various(histone(marks,(show(
2X4( fold( enrichment( in( causal( SNPs,( and( that( these( features( become(more(heavily(
predictive( outside( of( TSS( proximal( regions.( We( used( our( logistic( regression(
framework(to(assess(QTL(enrichment(in(features(associated(with(QTL.(These(included(
DNase( hypersensitive( regions,( regions( occupied( by( Transcription( factors( (see(
materials(and(methods),( and( transcription( factor(motifs(bound(by(occupied(by( the(
relevant(factor.(We(divided(our(QTL(into(a(distal(set(–(those(>(1kb(from(a(TSS,(and(a(

























TSS(and( the( initiation(machinery( itself.( In( the( case(of(Directional(QTL,( this( is(more(
puzzling,(but(given(that(the(confidence(intervals(still(allow(for(modest(enrichment(in(
CRM(features,(may(simply(reflect(the(low(number(of(distal(QTL(in(this(set.(
( We( also( identified( 43( Gene( QTL( that( overlap( a( set( of( enhancers( with(
experimentally( validated( regulatory( activity.( This( set( of( enhancers( did( not( show(
significant( enrichment( for( QTLs( on( a( global( level,( which( may( be( a( result( of( the(
regions’( large( size( (median( size( =( 2kb).( This( large( average( size( is( a( results( of( the(
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gene eQTL enrichment - proximal







The( large( collection( of( eQTL( identified( by( our( study( includes,( surprisingly,( eQTL(
affecting( major( developmental( factors( (49( transcription( factors( have( detectable(
eQTL),(as(well(as( their(motifs.(We(assessed(changes( to( transcription( factor(binding(
sites( using( a( custom( pipeline.( The( pipeline( works( by( constructing( local( haplotype(
sequences,(scanning(both(for(the(presence(of(motif(matches(using(our(set(of(50(high(
quality(PWMs,(and(assigning(the(best(score(in(each(haplotype(to(the(corresponding(
variants.( This( process( represents,( to( our( knowledge,( the( most( efficient( means( of(
assessing( PWM( changes( directly( from( Variant( Call( Format( data( without( the(
requirement(for(personal(genome(construction,(and(is(capable(of(dealing(with(indels,(
and( combinations( of( variants.( Previous( studies( have( examined( QTL( affecting(
sequence( motifs( and( documented( a( correlation( between( the( strength( of( PWM(





in( alterations( in( biochemical( affinity.( In( order( to( select( variants( strongly( affecting(




to(detect(changes( in( transcription( factor(motifs.(Our(analysis(showed(that(many(of(
our( 3’( TagXseq( eQTL( disrupt( binding( sites( for( known( developmental( transcription(
factors( such( as( Snail( (Fig( 4.6a),( a( transcriptional( regulator( involved( in( early(
mesoderm(patterning( in( the(Drosophila embryo((Rembold# et# al 2014),(and(twist,(a(
transcriptional(activator(which(also(functions(in(mesoderm(development((Sandmann#
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et#al 2007).( In(all,(after( filtering(by(a(score(change(threshold(and(occupancy(of(the(
relevant(factor((or(DNase(sensitivity(in(‘created’(motifs(present(in(the(alternative(but(
not(reference(genotype)(we(observed(95(instances(of(destroyed(transcription(factor(














Numbers(of(TFBS(that(are(broken( (A,( red)(or(created( (B,(blue)( in(TF(bound(regions(
(dark( red)( or( DHS( (light( red/bue),( by( 3’( TagXseq( Gene( QTL.( For( each( QTL,( the(
variant(s)( with( the( strongest( pXvalue( were( chosen.( Alternative( and( reference(
sequences( for( these(were( then( scanned(using(Patser.(Cases( in(which( the( score( for(
this(motif( changed(by( 3( points( or(more,( and(either( alternative(or( reference(had( a(
significant( motif,( were( counted.( Since( ChIP( data( likely( reflects( occupancy( on( the(
reference( sequence,(we(used(DHS(data( to( filter( instances(of(motifs( being( created,(
































































( Our( results( allowed( us( to( attribute( a( significant( but( relatively( small(
proportion(of(QTL( (278/3767)( can(be(attributed( to( recognizable( changes( in( known(
transcription(factor(motifs.(This(figure(would(no(doubt(increase(were(we(to(increase(
the( number( of( PWMs( in( our( high( quality( set,( or( decrease( the( threshold( at( which(
motifs(were(called,(however(both(of(these(steps(would(require(lowering(the(quality(
of( our( motif( calls( and( losing( accuracy.( The( results( illustrate( the( importance( of(








of( our( QTL,( and( the( magnitude( of( change( to( the( PWM.( We( observed( no( such(
correlation( for( any( of( our( PWMs,( nor( did( we( observe( a( significant( bias( towards(
positive/negative(effect(size(for(individual(PWMs.(This(may(reflect(the(relatively(poor(






wished( to( examine( the(mechanisms( at(work( in( the( 7124( common(and(1241( stage(
specific(3i(QTL.(Because(these(QTL(represent(variations(at( the( level(of( individual(3'(
isoforms,(we(reasoned(they(would(show(differing(mechanisms((although(it(should(be(
noted( that( some( 3i( QTL( are( also( eQTL).( Unlike( eQTL,( 3i( QTL(were( not( filtered( for(
proximity( to( pA( sites,( (since( so( many( of( them( are( found( proximal( to( peaks).( We(
reasoned(that(omitting(this(filter,(although(it(would(increase(the(false(discovery(rate(
due( to(mapping( bias,( should( do( so( in( a(manner( independent( of( sequence(motifs,(




for( 3i( QTL,( we( included( an( additional( binary( control( variable( in( the( logistic(
regression,( controlling( for( presence( within( a( pA( site.( This( control( variable( should(














and( TKCABTT)( that( are( proximally( positioned( around( the( point( of( cleavage.(
Interestingly,(variants(both(creating(and(destroying( these(motifs(were(enriched( for(
QTL,(and(to(differing(degrees.(For(instance,(variants(destroying(Elav(motifs(are(highly(
enriched( for( QTL,(while( those( creating( Elav(motifs( are( not.( This( suggests( that( the(
creation( of( an( elav( motif( alone( tends( to( have( little( effect,( perhaps( because( elav(
requires( other( sequence( features,( or( other( proteins,( to( affect( gene( expression.( It(
could( also( be( that( the( restricted( expression( pattern( of( elav( permits( variants( that(
create(Elav(motifs(to(exist(in(genes(that(are(not(expressed(within(the(nervous(system(
(we( tested( an( association( between( the( expression( pattern( of( elav(motifs( and( the(






























































































































Number of Genes with common or Specific eQTL


























































present(only( in(minor(allele)(pA( site(associated(motifs.( 3i(QTL( that(A)(disrupt(Tra2(
sites( near( pA( sites,( show( significant( difference( in( effect( size( between( created( vs.(
destroyed( motifs,( while( those( near( splice( sites( (B)( do( not.( 3i( QTL( destroying(
canonical(PAS(motifs( (C)(also(show(a(significant(difference.(D)(Other(motifs(do(not(





















Elav( is( an( RBP( expressed( in( neurons,( which( inhibits( 3’( polyadenylation( (Dai# et# al 
2012),(resulting(in(increased(3’(UTR(length(of(neuronal(genes((Hilgers#et#al 2012).(We(
observed(that(3iQTL(disrupting(Elav(motifs(are(often(located(close(to(the(transcript(
end((e.g.(Fig.(4.7b)(and(alter(3’(UTR(length.( In(the(alt( locus,(for(example,( loss(of(an(
Elav(motif(results(in(a(shorter(3’(UTR(in(the(minor(allele,(compared(to(the(major,(in(
keeping( with( its( characterized( function( (Fig.( 4.7b).( We( note( however,( that( the(
direction( of( change( in( UTR( length( was( not( consistent( between( motifs(






in( a(manner( similar( to( the( eQTL,( but( this( time( using( overall( gene( expression( as( a(
control(variable,(and(the(genes’(mean(unspliced(UTR(length(values((see(chapter(2)(as(
the( phenotype.( In( all,( 764( genes( had( UTRXQTL,( illustrating( that( UTR( length( varies(















( In( all,( these( results( suggest( that,( as( with( eQTL( disrupting( TF( motifs,( the(



















We( reasoned( that( tssQTL( could( function( by( affecting( binding(motifs( for( promoter(
associated( factors,( and( core( transcriptional( machinery.( Individual( promoterX
associated(motifs,(since(they(are(generally(present(in(low(numbers(and(at(a(fraction(
of( genes,( will( not( have( enough( QTL( affecting( them( for( global( statements( about(





relatively( low( numbers( of( creation/destruction( events( and( thus( did( not( show( any(
global( enrichment( trends.( We( therefore( elected( to( group( our( discovered( motifs(
together( (a( strategy( similar( to( that( used( by( Gaffney# et# al (2006).( Reasoning( that(
position(with(respect(to(the(TSS(could(allow(us(to(group(motifs(with(similar(functions(
(with(e.g.( the( INR(and(Motif(1(motifs(being(grouped( together).(We(also( compared(
these(sets(to(motifs(without(any(preference(in(localization,(strand,(or(promoter(type.(




and( downstream(motifs,( while( Directional( QTLs( are( only( slightly( enriched( at( TSSX
positioned(motifs,(and(clearly(enriched(at(downstream(motifs,(for(both(creations(and(
destructions.( This( suggests( that( the( Redistribution( QTL( are(more( likely( to( directly(
affect(motifs(at(the(start(site,(which(is(in(line(with(their(mechanisms(directly(affecting(






























Odds ratio (log2 scale)













































































































Effect of tssQTL changing INR-like Motif
CG31436
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that( plays( a( crucial( role( in( early( pattern( specification( in( the(developing( embryo.(A(
variant( found(at(21%(frequency(destroys(a(promoter(proximal(slp1(motif(upstream(
of(the(gene(CG10306,(with(a(CX>T(transition(disrupting(a(critical(base(pair((Fig(4.18a).(
Consistent(with(Slp1’s(predominant( role(as(a( repressor,( the(gene( is(unregulated( in(
lines(with(the(minor(allele.(
The( second( and( third( disrupted(motifs( we( tested( are(motifs( for( the( GATA(
factor(Pannier,(with(both(leading(to(reduced(expression(of(the(associated(genes,( in(
line( with( Pannier’s( role( as( an( activator.( One( is( a( variant( destroying( a( promoter(
proximal( Pannier( motif( upstream( of( the( gene( CG17343( (Fig.( 4.13)( and( a( second(
Pannier(proximal(to(the(promoter(of(CG9870((Fig.(4.14).(The(second(of(these(QTL(is(a(









effect( on( the( constructs( expression,( and( in( the( direction( expected( from( the(QTL’s(
effect,(indicating(that(the(intersection(of(motif(analysis,(ChIP(data,(and(eQTL(analysis(
can(help( to(more(accurately( identify( causal(variants( in(Drosophila .(Notably,( in( the(
case(of(our(Slp1(construct,( transcription( from(the(construct(was(dependent(on(the(
overexpression( of( Slp1,( confirming( that( motif( analysis( had( accurately( identified( a(
causal(mechanism(behind(the(eQTL((Fig(4.13(b).(Additionally,( in(all(three(cases,(the(
minor( haplotype( also( showed( a(weaker( effect( than( the(MajMin.( This( indicates( that(
epistatic(interactions(between(motif(disruptions(and(surrounding(variants(are(acting(
to( moderate( the( effects( of( the( functional( variant( –( selection( acts( on( haplotypes(
rather( than( individual( variants,( so( that( the( haplotypes( actually( segregating( in( the(
population(are(those(with(buffering(epistatic(effects.(As(such,(our(results(constitute(
one(of(the(few(experimental(demonstrations(of(epistasis(in(a(natural(gene(regulatory(





Genome( wide( association( studies( have( consistently( found( little( evidence( for(
epistasis.( However( there( is( a( crucial( distinction( to( be( made( between( statistical(
epistasis( and(biological( epistasis( –( even(where( the( actual(mechanisms(of( variation(
are( epistatic,( as( experimental( evidence( suggests( they( are,( we( expect( low( allele(
frequencies( to( let( an( additive( model( capture( most( of( their( contributed( variance.(
Crucially(however,(we( then(also(expect( the(apparent(additive(variance(contributed(
by(an(allele(to(change(drastically(between(genetic(backgrounds.(Our(work(therefore(







































tssQTL,( we( elected( to( use( a( transgenic( reporter( assays,( similar( to( those( used( to(
analyze(the(transcription(factor(motif(disruptions(in(3’(TagXseq(eQTL,(but(using(flow(
cytometry(to(obtain(measurements(for(individual(cells.(Test(promoters(were(cloned(
upstream(of( an( sfGFP( reporter( gene,(with( an(mCherry( reporter( gene( coupled( to( a(
constitutive( reporter( on( the( plasmid( as( an( internal( control.( For( validation,( we(
selected(three(motif(disruptions.(The( first(was(a(disruption(to( the( INR(motif(of( the(
gene(CG31436,((Fig(4.15).(The(second(was(a(disruption(to(the(Motif(1((which(fulfills(a(
similar( function(to( INR(but( is(seen( in(broad(peaks)(of(the(gene(CG12576((Fig(4.15).(





















































































other( mutations( in( other( locations.( There( could( also( be( more( tolerance( for( QTL(
affecting(CAGE(levels,(if(they(are(less(reflective(of(the(final(transcript(concentration,(
which( could( result( from( QTL( affecting( abortive( transcripts( associated( with( stalled(
polymerase,( more( than( complete( transcript( levels.( Alternatively,( given( the( small(
































of( Redistribution(QTLs.( (Fig( 4.16a).( Reasoning( that( this( could( simply( be( a( result( of(
some( broad( windows( including( multiple( independently( regulated( TSS,( and( hence(




each(of( the( 'main'( CAGE(peaks( from(out( TSS(motif( analysis,( by( taking( the( location(
with(the(strongest(effect(size(for(each(QTL,(and(then(assigning(a(QTL(to(a(cluster(if(it(
overlapped(this(location.(We(observed(that(broad(clusters(are(also(more(frequently(




41),( with( mixed( tssQTL( intermediate( between( the( two( (odds( ratio( 0.91X1.27,( p( =(
0.52).((
One( simple( explanation( for( the( increased( number( of( tssQTL( in( broad(
promoters( is(power.( Since(broad(TSS( tend( to(be(more(highly(expressed,( this( could(
cause( them( to( show(more(detectable( tssQTL( (Fig( 4.2).(We(also(wanted( to( see( the(
relation( between( shape( and( QTL( probability( independently( of( the( binary( “broad”(
and(“narrow”(categories,(and(treat(shape(as(a(continuous(variable.(As(shown(in(Fig(
4.16b((open(dots),(a(decrease(in(tssQTL(frequency(is(observable(over(the(distribution(
of( shape( indices.( We( therefore( used( a( logistic( regression( approach( to( model( the(
likelihood(of(each(CAGE(Window(having(a(tssQTL,(comparing(the(results(of(a(model(




expression( (p<2x10X10),( indicating( that( the( increased( number( of( QTL( in( broad(
promoters( does( not( result( only( from( increased( power( to( detect( their( tssQTL.(
Furthermore,( we( also( find( that( the( relationship( between( shape( and( tssQTL(
frequency( is( attributable( mostly( to( Redistribution( (Fig( 4.16( c)( QTL,( with( shape(



























































































































classes( are( associated( with( broad( TSS,( while( the( first( three( are( associated( with(
narrow(TSS((Rach#et#al 2009).(Selecting(TSS(that(fit(cleanly(into(these(five(classes,(i.e.(




classes),(with( a( 2.1Xfold( difference( between( the( two( (p( =( 3.15x10X20,( fisher's( exact(
test).( Again,( consistent( with( our( previous( results,( we( find( that( this( difference( is(

















An( obvious( explanation( for( this( phenomenon( is( that( broad( promoters( present( a(
larger(mutational(target(size,(because(of(their(greater(width.(To(determine(if(this(was(
the( case,( we( grouped( our( CAGE( windows( into( ten( quantiles( by( shape,( and( used(
INSIGHT(to(obtain(the(proportion(of(sites(under(selection(within(each(shapeXbin.(We(
























Fraction of sites under selection









In(effect,(broad(promoters(appear( to(be(subject( to(an(additional( type(of(variation.(




of( tssQTL( are( similar,( the( frequency( of( the( derived( allele( for( Redistribution(QTL( is(
significantly(higher(than(for(Redistribution(QTL((p(=(0.04655,(one(tail(Welch(tXtest),(





comparing(narrowest( to(broadest)(higher( levels(of(adaptive( substitution( (Fig(4.19).(





divergence,( and( fraction( of( nonXancestral( polymorphisms,( is( also( higher( in( broad(
promoters( (Fig(4.20)(and(that( level(of(polymorphism,(and(ratio(of( rare( to(common(
polymorphism,( is( lower.( This( is( inconsistent( with( a( model( in( which( increased(
divergence( at( broad( promoters( is( simply( due( to( a( higher( levels( of( polymorphism,(











We( wondered( if( the( phenomena( of( increased( adaptive( substitution( at( broad(
promoters( could( be( linked( to( increased( variation( permitted( by( their( distributed(
architecture.(Such(a( link(would(be(puzzling,( if( there(were(selective(disadvantage(to(
mutations( affecting( promoter( shape.( We( therefore( decided( to( experimentally(
investigate( our( Redistribution( QTL( to( determine( if( they( had( effects( on( gene(
expression(that(were(not(apparent(at(the(population(level.(
(




Redistribution(QTL( do( not( affect( the( overall( level( of( expression,(we( reasoned( that(
they(might(affect(other(properties(of(the(promoter,(such(as(the(cellXtoXcell(variation(
in( transcriptional( output,( or( 'expression( noise'.( To( assay( this,( we( again( used( the(






box( motif,( while( the( variant( affecting( Spt6( affects( a( positioned(motif( enriched( in(
broad( promoters,( AAHAAW,( which( has( both( positional( enrichment( and( a( modest(
resemblance(to(Ohler(motif(6.(The(variant(affecting(CG11210(affects(RTGYA,(a(short,(
low( information(content(motif(discovered( in(broad(promoters( that( lacks(positional(
enrichment(or(resemblance(to(any(other(motif.(We(also( included(variants(affecting(








( In( each( case,( there( is( some( change( in( overall( level( of( expression.(We( note(
that( there( is( no( detectable( 'buffering'( epistasis( for( expression( level,( except( in( the(
case( of( CG17802,(which,( significantly,( also( shows( the( largest( change( in( expression(
level( of( the( five(QTL.( In( the( other( four,( expression( levels( remain( static( or( diverge(
slightly( further( from( the(major( allele(when( comparing(MajMin(to(Minor,( suggesting(
that(smaller(changes(in(expression(levels(might(be(tolerated(and(therefore(appear(in(
haplotypes(without(buffering(mutations.(In(four(of(five(cases(however,(we(detected(
a( significant( increase( in( expression( noise( in( the(MajMin( genotype,( as( compared( to(
either(Major(or(Minor.( In(the(exception(X(CG11210(–(the(major(genotype( is(noisier(
than( either( Minor( or( MajMin,( the( former( is( still( less( noisy( than( the( latter.( This(
promoter( has( a( disruption( to( a( short( motif( without( positional( enrichment,( which(
may( mean( that( its( lack( of( effect( on( expression( noise( is( simply( a( result( of( it( not(
affecting(core(transcriptional(machinery(in(the(same(way(as(the(others.(We(also(note(
that( the( change( in( variance( is( not( simply( a( function( of( expression( level,( since(





A) Schematic( view(of( how(differences( in( expression(noise( are(measured.(We(
measured( noise( as( cellXtoXcell( variation( (median( absolute( deviation( from( the(
population(median)(on(the(expression(values(of(a(reporter(driven(by(the(variants(of(
the( indicated(promoters( (same( reporter(as(Fig.(4.15).(B)(Expression(noise( resulting(
from(shape(transitions( is(ameliorated(by(epistatic(effects.(Expression(and(noise( for(
the(transitions(Maj(X>(Majmin((blue(arrow)(and(Majmin(X>(Min((green(arrow).(Majmin.=(
lead( SNP( engineering( into( the( sampled( major( haplotype.( While( in( 4/5( cases,( the(
mutant( variant( (Majmin)( showed( increased( noise,( in( all( cases( the( presence( of( the(
other( variants( in( the( Min( haplotype( reduced( the( noise( from( the( Majmin( mutant(
haplotype.'C)(Examples,of,shape,QTL,with,increased,noise:(Heatmaps(showing(CAGE(
signal( in(a(zoomed(promoter(window(for(two(examples.(For(CG17802,(a(novel(TSSX
positioned(motif( (underlined)( is( interrupted(by( the(SNP.(For(CG2469,( a(G( insertion(



















































































































































































































































































































































al 2008)( presents,( at( first( glance,( a( paradox.( Complex( organisms( are( composed(of(
complex,( interconnected,( nonXlinear( networks,( from( the( biochemical( networks(
controlling( cell( signaling,( regulation( and( metabolism( to( the( networks( of( cellXcell(
interaction( governing( development( and( the( nervous( system.( A( wealth( of(
experimental( evidence( supports( this,( and( decades( of( genetics( have( demonstrated(
how( frequently( the( effects( of( mutations( are( dependent( on( other( mutations( (e.g.(
Clark(and(Wang(1997,(Elena(and(Lenski(1997).(Furthermore(this(dependence( is(not(
limited( to( mutations( with( dramatic( phenotypes( –( QTL( (Bloom# et# al 2015)( and(
introgression( (Spiezio# et# al 2012)( studies( demonstrate( epistasis( even( for( subtle(
phenotypes.((
Why( then( can( additive( models( of( inheritance( so( accurately( capture( the(
patterns(of(variation(in(natural(populations?(The(answer(is(that(allele(frequencies(for(
genes(with( any( effect( are( typically( quite( low.( This( is( true( even( of( variants( usually(
described(as(‘common’(in(the(literature.(To(the(extent(that(this(is(true,(even(variants(
whose(effects(are(biologically(dependent(on( those(of(others(will( contribute(mainly(




Recent(studies( in(Drosophila (Huang# et#al 2012)(are(consistent(with(epistasis(being(






As( I( write( this( thesis,( the( fields( of( functional( genomics( and( genetics( (or( more(




During( my( thesis( I( have( furthered( our( knowledge( of( the( developing( D.#
melanogaster# transcriptome,(by(describing(the(Transcription(Start(Sites(and(3’(UTR(
regions( that( appear( during( development,( as( well( as( the( transcription( of( D.#
melanogaster# enhancers.( These( three( aspects( of( the( transcriptome( all( represent(
frontiers(of(our(understanding.(
The(CAGE(data( that( I(have(used( to(delineate(TSS( in( the(developing(embryo(
will( serve( as( a( useful( resource( to( those( studying( the( nature( of( transcriptional(
initiation.( Already,( in( Chapter( 4,( I( have( been( able( to( explore( the( properties( of(
variants(affecting(promoter(shape,(and(demonstrate(context(dependent(effects(due(
to( the( disruption( of( characterized( promoterXassociated( motifs,( within( natural(
populations.( I( have( also( been( able( to( build( on( the( literature( characterizing(
differences(between(broad(and(narrow(promoters,(showing(that(they(are(subject(to(
different( types( of( genetic( variation( and( patterns( of( natural( selection,( as( well( as(
identify(a(set(of(sequence(motifs,(many(of(which(show(different(frequency(in(broad(
vs.( narrow(promoters,( and(which( could(allow( study(of( the(underlying(mechanisms(
separating(broad(from(narrow(promoters.(
( Our( analysis( of( eQTL( affecting( polyadenylation( sites( and( their( motifs( also(
comes( at( an( interesting( time,( in( which( splicing,( and( isoform( usage,( and( 3’( UTR(
biology( (Xiang# et# al 2015,( Smibert# et# al 2012)( are( emerging( as( important( parts( of(
metazoan(gene(regulatory(programs.(We(have(identified(sequence(motifs(that(could(
play(novel(roles( in(the(3’(polyadenylation(process,(and(shown(that(variation(within(
these( motifs( is( responsible( for( some( natural( variation( in( the( usage( of(
polyadenylation(sites(within(D.melanogaster,(and(thus(UTR(length.((
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tempting( to( speculate( that( it( emerges( from( the( basically( ‘leaky’( nature( of(
transcription( clearly( in( evidence( even( in( yeast( (Johnson# et# al 2005).( With( closely(
related( species( of( Drosophila available,( it( should( be( possible( to( characterize( the(
evolution( of( eRNA( at( orthologous( enhancers.( This( approach( could( offer( novel(
insights( into( whether,( and( how( often,( enhancer( transcription( is( functional.(
Ultimately(however,(our(understanding(of( the(phenomenon(will( require( functional(
dissection( –( whether( enhancer( activity( and( promoter( activity( at( a( locus( can( be(
affected( independently( by( mutation,( and( if( not,( the( nature( of( the( interaction(
between(these(two(functions,(will(allow(us(to(understand(why(they(so(often(coXexist(
in( the( same( piece( of( DNA.( Such( experiments( should( be( easy( to( carry( out( in(
Drosophila –( knowledge( of( promoterXassociated( motifs,( if( they( are( found( within(
transcribed( enhancers,( could( provide( targets( for(mutation,( and( if( they( are( absent,(
then(a(‘brute(force’(approach(using(high(throughput(promoter(assays(could(be(used,(
or( one( based( on( comparisons( between( species,( which( could( reveal( sequence(
differences(corresponding(to(differences(in(enhancer(transcription.(
Our( understanding( of( enhancers( will( be( critical( to( the( consilience( of(
functional( genomics( and( genetics.( It( has( long( been( theorized( that( mutations(
affecting(TFBS(and(enhancers(could(be( important(players( in(evolution,(because(the(
mutations(which(affect(them(are(likely(to(be(both(coXdominant,(and(less(pleiotropic(
than(those(affecting(protein(coding(genes( (Wray(2007).( In(my(thesis( I(extend(work(
showing( selection( in( noncoding( region( (e.g.( Andolfatto( 2005)( and( in( selected(




Drosophila ,( and( propose( that( such( epistasis( is( likely( ubiquitous( in( metazoan(





heavy( linkage(disequilibrium,( there(may(not(exist( sufficient(genetic(data( to( test(all(
possible( interactions( (barring,( for( instance,( the( creation( of( more( in( cell( culture(
experiments).(It(will(therefore(be(necessary(to(inform(our(inferences(about(epistasis(
with(additional(data,(for(instance(by(reducing(the(dimensionality(of(the(problem(by(
grouping( variants( with( similar( effects,( or( genes( with( similar( function,( or( by(
incorporating( prior( information( from( cell( culture( studies( and(model( organisms,( or(
from(biochemical(models.(
One(example(of(such(dimensionality(reduction(that(is(already(possible(is(the(
grouping(together(of(coding(mutations(within(genes( (Auer# et# al 2015)(used( in( rare(
variant( association( studies,( which( is( possible( because( coding(mutations( have( well(
understood( function.( In( principle,( similar( use( could( be(made(of( information( about(
regulatory(mutations,(if(we(could(make(reasonable(predictions(about(function.(Such(
efforts(however(will(ultimately(be(limited(by(our(understanding(of(gene(regulation.((
Ultimately,( if(we(wish( to(understand( the(genotype(phenotype(map,(we(will(
need( to( understand( the( regulatory( genome.( Understanding( how( one( genome( can(
generate( such( a( bewildering( complexity( of( transcriptomes( will( be( key( to(
understanding( how( we( differ( from( each( other,( and( from( other( species.( The(
convergence( of( functional( genomics( and( genetics( will( revolutionize( our(




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Xi, j∼BetaBinom(n=Njλj ,α=1+ pij , β=1+Njλj− pij)
pi, j=tj /lj
Where for eachgene j ,Nj is the total number of reads on the gene body, lambda
j is the proportion of evenlydistributed ′noise reads′ for gene j and lj is the total
length of gene j , and for eachbasepair i in gene j , pi, j is the predicted number of
noise reads givena flat noise distribution, andXi is a randomvariable describing





























































































































































































































































































































































































































simcluster* centrimo_bin_location* fitz_Matches* Tiffin_Matches* is_novel* shape_shift* prevalence*
1* 80.5* GGYCACAC* TIFDMEM0000116* FALSE* 80.403172645* 0.267521248*
1* 81.5* GGYCACAC* TIFDMEM0000116* FALSE* 80.494971589* 0.096837119*
1* 81* GGYCACAC* TIFDMEM0000116* FALSE* 80.490044459* 0.089243416*
8* 30.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.072126086* 0.019088756*
8* 185.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.211481948* 0.004110353*
11* 826.5* STATAAA* TIFDMEM0000083;TIFDMEM0000107* FALSE* 0.681479878* 0.019994427*
2* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000002* FALSE* 80.103791746* 0.002299011*
5* 1.5* CAGCTSWW* TIFDMEM0000079* FALSE* 0* 0.002299011*
5* 1.5* CAGCTSWW* TIFDMEM0000079* FALSE* 80.052986104* 0.022014769*
2* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000002* FALSE* 80.256918046* 0.023826111*
10* 0* TCAGTY* TIFDMEM0000077* FALSE* 1.194998657* 0.023826111*
10* 0.5* TCAGTY* TIFDMEM0000077* FALSE* 1.267026685* 0.026752125*
3* 4.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000076;TIFDMEM0000101* FALSE* 0.052777279* 0.793576703*
6* 16.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000065* FALSE* 80.070165777* 0.744113139*
8* 26.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.27368247* 0.739027449*
8* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.076968868* 0.150341368*
11* 825.5* STATAAA* TIFDMEM0000083;TIFDMEM0000107* FALSE* 0.641034656* 0.587362408*
12* 22.5* NA* NA* FALSE* 0.429228541* 0.458199805*
4* 242.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.193485947* 0.248432493*
4* 241.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.15590459* 0.349797966*
2* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000002* FALSE* 80.147002212* 0.218754354*
4* 244.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.162218611* 0.075310018*
6* 34.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000065* FALSE* 80.09279238* 0.089870419*
13* 17.5* CGMYGYCR* NA* FALSE* 0.100833945* 0.086665738*
5* 1.5* CAGCTSWW* TIFDMEM0000079* FALSE* 80.030449566* 0.124076912*
7* 6.5* CARCCCT* TIFDMEM0000042;TIFDMEM0000109* FALSE* 80.255801388* 0.338093911*
9* 85.5* NA* NA* FALSE* 80.262058114* 0.261320886*
6* 2.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000065* FALSE* 80.191680446* 0.265361572*
12* 20.5* NA* NA* FALSE* 0.399573155* 0.110561516*
14* 28.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.330649986* 0.048209558*
29* 0* NA* TIFDMEM0000080* FALSE* 80.249123695* 0.581301379*
51* 0* NA* TIFDMEM0000072;TIFDMEM0000084;TIFDMEM0000094* FALSE* 0.577790769* 0.55420092*
29* 0* NA* TIFDMEM0000080* FALSE* 80.036034603* 0.317124147*
6* 30* NA* TIFDMEM0000065* FALSE* 80.36678572* 0.041730528*
29* 27.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000080* FALSE* 0.299364141* 0.103734151*
6* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000065* FALSE* 80.14753647* 0.041521527*
18* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.276669039* 0.011843389*
29* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000080* FALSE* 0* 0.045562213*
2* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000002* FALSE* 80.315532495* 0.03497283*
20* NA* TGGTATTT* TIFDMEM0000073;TIFDMEM0000091;TIFDMEM0000111* FALSE* 80.379313279* 0.316706145*
48* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000055* FALSE* 80.465008938* 0.16650411*
20* 825* TGGTATTT* TIFDMEM0000073;TIFDMEM0000091;TIFDMEM0000111* FALSE* 80.638249879* 0.069527658*
6* 6* NA* TIFDMEM0000065* FALSE* 80.589673112* 0.058311272*
6* 6* NA* TIFDMEM0000065* FALSE* 80.503433478* 0.380103107*
29* 5.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000080* FALSE* 0.152995342* 0.535460499*
4* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.121638568*
33* 1* NA* TIFDMEM0000038;TIFDMEM0000062* FALSE* 80.904799322* 0.647485022*
27* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.129532248* 0.196530584*
33* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000038;TIFDMEM0000062* FALSE* 0* 0.043820538*
33* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000038;TIFDMEM0000062* FALSE* 0* 0.050856904*
1* 83* GGYCACAC* TIFDMEM0000116* FALSE* 80.819830803* 0.01504807*
4* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.011843389*
31* 80.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000058* FALSE* 0.837099833* 0.160512749*
10* 80.5* TCAGTY* TIFDMEM0000077* FALSE* 1.087005618* 0.155078724*
34* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.20426362*
5* 86* CAGCTSWW* TIFDMEM0000079* FALSE* 80.551528552* 0.158353072*
21* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.377763416* 0.184269193*
35* 880* GAGAGCG* TIFDMEM0000009* FALSE* 0.705376254* 0.006966699*
21* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.323808483* 0.160861084*
6* 26* NA* TIFDMEM0000065* FALSE* 80.041846768* 0.166086108*
24* 80.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.034763829*
7* 2.5* CARCCCT* TIFDMEM0000042;TIFDMEM0000109* FALSE* 80.470099583* 0.08847708*
39* 812* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.410265653* 0.132576285*
29* 2.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000080* FALSE* 0.233442394* 0.113278529*
18* 29* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.412297197* 0.113278529*
52* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.272378429* 0.389090149*
18* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.28604228* 0.427824997*
36* NA* GAAAGCT* TIFDMEM0000018* FALSE* 0.098651392* 0.449003762*
50* NA* NA*
TIFDMEM0000021;TIFDMEM0000034;TIFDMEM0000068;TIFDMEM00000
95* FALSE* 80.196204899* 0.159049742*
46* 18* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.143784432* 0.374460081*
27* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.175249668* 0.055524592*
20* 825* TGGTATTT* TIFDMEM0000073;TIFDMEM0000091;TIFDMEM0000111* FALSE* 80.551942084* 0.058102271*
54* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000017;TIFDMEM0000024* FALSE* 80.316868942* 0.217012679*
5* 3* CAGCTSWW* TIFDMEM0000079* FALSE* 80.866718768* 0.117597882*
48* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000055* FALSE* 80.196504092* 0.314685802*
23* 83* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.280023776* 0.362477358*
6* 27.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000065* FALSE* 80.079415975* 0.149575031*
31* 0.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000058* FALSE* 0.851960526* 0.134666295*
15* 1* NA* TIFDMEM0000015* FALSE* 1.05517167* 0.167967117*
9* 84* NA* NA* FALSE* 80.644164342* 0.187055873*
4* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.160094747*
47* 30.5* CGGACGT* NA* FALSE* 80.237614718* 0.282917654*
45* 1.5* CAYCNCTA* NA* FALSE* 80.286769487* 0.282917654*
34* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.720356695*
7* 2* CARCCCT* TIFDMEM0000042;TIFDMEM0000109* FALSE* 80.756093147* 0.450327435*
27* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.219649825* 0.887975477*
15* 171.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000015* FALSE* 80.22991786* 0.278040964*
28* 19* NA* TIFDMEM0000057* FALSE* 0.081875377* 0.96063815*
7* 2* CARCCCT* TIFDMEM0000042;TIFDMEM0000109* FALSE* 80.78855298* 0.740978125*
15* 1* NA* TIFDMEM0000015* FALSE* 0.532891883* 0.068970322*
15* 2* NA* TIFDMEM0000015* FALSE* 0.101530021* 0.596837119*
15* 1* NA* TIFDMEM0000015* FALSE* 0.100965075* 0.386721471*
9* 84* NA* NA* FALSE* 80.659878288* 0.02919047*
9* 84* NA* NA* FALSE* 80.654736493* 0.012470392*
46* 837* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.5792243* 0.08429706*
9* 84* NA* NA* FALSE* 80.347207276* 0.083530723*
34* 2* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.509179956* 0.056708931*
41* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.078584367*
53* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000117* FALSE* 0.031857346* 0.034554828*
41* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.046398217*
39* 14* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.395921328* 0.038038178*
40* 1* TCATTCG* TIFDMEM0000102* FALSE* 80.351143465* 0.028006131*
58* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.340779414* 0.042357531*
26* 19.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000010* FALSE* 0.085849743* 0.50996238*
57* 26* KCGGTTSK* NA* FALSE* 0.409674683* 0.216176675*
40* 24* TCATTCG* TIFDMEM0000102* FALSE* 0.525300486* 0.213598997*
28* 82* NA* TIFDMEM0000057* FALSE* 0* 0.266824579*
34* 14.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.296969224* 0.029956806*
59* 24* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.516068767* 0.036505504*
37* 842.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000059;TIFDMEM0000096* FALSE* 80.704513029* 0.514003065*
17* 844* NA* TIFDMEM0000074* FALSE* 80.644120273* 0.096488784*
17* 844* NA* TIFDMEM0000074* FALSE* 80.568534753* 0.239375784*
17* 844* NA* TIFDMEM0000074* FALSE* 80.566888703* 0.028006131*
47* 29* CGGACGT* NA* FALSE* 0.849435411* 0.092308764*
13* 20.5* CGMYGYCR* NA* FALSE* 0.212639337* 0.086247736*
26* 19* NA* TIFDMEM0000010* FALSE* 0.365811527* 0.458826808*
49* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.124128548* 0.256513864*
26* 19* NA* TIFDMEM0000010* FALSE* 0.177308428* 0.293089034*
56* 18.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.229157459* 0.014003065*
21* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.087919744*
24* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.024057056* 0.243346802*
24* 21* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.343633852* 0.041103525*
35* 877* GAGAGCG* TIFDMEM0000009* FALSE* 0.747113674* 0.194579908*
24* 26* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.14350769* 0.047443221*
30* 82* NA* TIFDMEM0000040* FALSE* 80.30316918* 0.187264874*
30* 82* NA* TIFDMEM0000040* FALSE* 80.565308672* 0.161697088*
21* 21.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.373017394* 0.137452975*
11* 827* STATAAA* TIFDMEM0000083;TIFDMEM0000107* FALSE* 1.400951499* 0.103734151*
24* 24.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.187982621* 0.003344016*
15* 82* NA* TIFDMEM0000015* FALSE* 80.234350053* 0.106311829*
18* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.340763884* 0.109168176*
10* 0* TCAGTY* TIFDMEM0000077* FALSE* 1.307332167* 0.170266128*
22* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.066784166* 0.012749059*
22* 223.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.035076898* 0.011634388*
21* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.321378665* 0.035112164*
32* 0* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.027379128*
14* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.010032047*
1* 81* GGYCACAC* TIFDMEM0000116* FALSE* 80.429848155* 0.003344016*
43* 811* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.045038038* 0.011146719*
38* 820* NA* TIFDMEM0000063* FALSE* 0.146360421* 0.001463007*
25* NA* NA*
TIFDMEM0000012;TIFDMEM0000046;TIFDMEM0000069;TIFDMEM00000
90;TIFDMEM0000093* FALSE* 0* 0.020273095*
19* 85* TGGYAACR* TIFDMEM0000026* FALSE* 80.504748178* 0.061585621*
22* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.041142157* 0.051205239*
22* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.039083182*
1* 81* GGYCACAC* TIFDMEM0000116* FALSE* 80.845304891* 0.059774279*
1* 0* GGYCACAC* TIFDMEM0000116* FALSE* 80.217209832* 0.031001811*
1* 0* GGYCACAC* TIFDMEM0000116* FALSE* 80.243706651* 0.054967257*
1* 81* GGYCACAC* TIFDMEM0000116* FALSE* 80.847160474* 0.075379685*
1* 81* GGYCACAC* TIFDMEM0000116* FALSE* 80.834981648* 0.046049882*
1* 81* GGYCACAC* TIFDMEM0000116* FALSE* 80.83019025* 0.072453671*
55* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.329733872*
27* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.03996171* 0.062212624*
19* 82* TGGYAACR* TIFDMEM0000026* FALSE* 80.537436227* 0.016232409*
18* 83.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.423891453* 0.591124425*
19* 83.5* TGGYAACR* TIFDMEM0000026* FALSE* 80.218640818* 0.008429706*
16* 84* ATCGATA* TIFDMEM0000005;TIFDMEM0000098;TIFDMEM0000118* FALSE* 80.827005697* 0.008151038*
16* 846* ATCGATA* TIFDMEM0000005;TIFDMEM0000098;TIFDMEM0000118* FALSE* 80.767343472* 0.121220566*
23* 82.5* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.226506149* 0.086665738*
56* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.442942734*
25* 83.5* NA*
TIFDMEM0000012;TIFDMEM0000046;TIFDMEM0000069;TIFDMEM00000
90;TIFDMEM0000093* FALSE* 80.001480515* 0.730737077*
58* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.050603084* 0.215480006*
4* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0* 0.851051972*
10* 0* TCAGTY* TIFDMEM0000077* FALSE* 1.256536036* 0.022990107*
43* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.166335991* 0.031141145*
2* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000002* FALSE* 80.317761871* 0.026334123*
43* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.369163765* 0.015814407*
54* NA* NA* TIFDMEM0000017;TIFDMEM0000024* FALSE* 80.366364633* 0.012331058*
32* 81* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.37535218* 0.051623241*
44* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.130231003* 0.620454229*
11* 828.5* STATAAA* TIFDMEM0000083;TIFDMEM0000107* FALSE* 0.880545664* 0.380451442*
39* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.030134576* 0.213389996*
10* 80.5* TCAGTY* TIFDMEM0000077* FALSE* 1.125007436* 0.022432771*
11* 828* STATAAA* TIFDMEM0000083;TIFDMEM0000107* FALSE* 0.636455375* 0.102480145*
11* 827.5* STATAAA* TIFDMEM0000083;TIFDMEM0000107* FALSE* 0.743770731* 0.070154661*
11* 827.5* STATAAA* TIFDMEM0000083;TIFDMEM0000107* FALSE* 0.73790439* 0.420718963*
16* 841.5* ATCGATA* TIFDMEM0000005;TIFDMEM0000098;TIFDMEM0000118* FALSE* 80.779697456* 0.492893967*
17* 17.5* NA* TIFDMEM0000074* FALSE* 80.010889171* 0.06785565*
25* NA* NA*
TIFDMEM0000012;TIFDMEM0000046;TIFDMEM0000069;TIFDMEM00000
90;TIFDMEM0000093* FALSE* 0* 0.36568204*
23* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 0.07947721* 0.087014073*
18* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.304045301* 0.211996656*
18* NA* NA* NA* TRUE* 80.286337217* 0.065347638*
17* 840* NA* TIFDMEM0000074* FALSE* 80.393301721* 0.677232827*
1* 82* GGYCACAC* TIFDMEM0000116* FALSE* 80.748611146* 0.406855232*
(
(
simcluster* MotifName* tssset* E_value* iupac* ohlermat* InformationContent* tomtomMatch* locationset* centrimo_E_value* centrimo_bin_width*
1* 2* all_tss* 2.9E861* YGGTCACACTG* Motif_1.ohler* 13.89666867* FBgn0027339_2* TSS* 2.50E8236* 64*
1* 2* broad_tss* 1.80E8171* YGGTCACACTG* Motif_1.ohler* 14.17395822* FBgn0001994* TSS* 7.50E8235* 4*
1* 2* broad_v_narrow* 3.20E8166* YGGTCACACTG* Motif_1.ohler* 14.15150872* FBgn0001994* TSS* 2.00E8282* 3*
8* 2* internal_tss* 1.2E857* AGCARCARCARCAGC* NA* 14.53274234* FBgn0027339_2* Downstream* 0.00014* 94*
8* 2* narrow_tss* 4.8E822* CRGCARCAGCAGCAR* NA* 12.20448681* NA* Downstream* 3.7E809* 126*
11* 2* narrow_v_broad* 9.4E828* TATAWAAR* TATA.ohler* 12.07081904* NA* Upstream* 2.3E864* 62*
2* 3* all_tss* 3.6E823* AAAYAAMAAMAMAA* NA* 12.39679803* NA* NA* NA* NA*
5* 3* broad_tss* 2.2E829* CVRWCAGCTGTT* NA* 12.19910141* FBgn0038787_2* TSS* 2.20E8119* 68*
5* 3* broad_v_narrow* 2.2E830* SMRAWCAGCTGTT* NA* 12.62476204* NA* TSS* 1.2E898* 68*
2* 3* internal_tss* 4.5E827* WAMWWMAWAMAHAAA* NA* 12.52438686* NA* NA* NA* NA*
10* 3* narrow_tss* 3.3E834* TCAGTYK* INR.ohler* 10.68649012* NA* TSS* 0* 3*
10* 3* narrow_v_broad* 1.8E834* TCAGTYK* INR.ohler* 10.53078085* NA* TSS* 0* 4*
3* 4* all_tss* 4.3E818* CASCRRCARC* NA* 10.42888365* FBgn0003499_2* TSS* 8.6E835* 102*
6* 4* broad_tss* 2.3E822* SMRMARSARMAVVAR* NA* 11.21696208* FBgn0013469* Downstream* 0.0000031* 136*
8* 4* broad_v_narrow* 2.2E817* SAGCRRSARMARSAR* NA* 11.79424522* FBgn0027339_2* Downstream* 0.042* 2*
8* 4* internal_tss* 4.5E819* SAGSWGGAGRHGSWG* NA* 11.08972744* RNCMPT00283* NA* NA* NA*
11* 4* narrow_tss* 9.2E827* STATAWAAR* TATA.ohler* 12.21054362* FBgn0005694_2* Upstream* 1.3E862* 62*
12* 4* narrow_v_broad* 0.0048* CGHKBCGYTCG* MTE.ohler* 10.76248046* NA* Downstream* 9.6E897* 92*
4* 5* all_tss* 5.8E816* GYGWGYGTGTGTGTG* NA* 11.79395133* FBgn0002922_2* Downstream* 0.4* 68*
4* 5* broad_tss* 5.3E812* GTGTSTGYGTSKGTG* NA* 11.4371153* NA* Downstream* 1.4* 72*
2* 5* broad_v_narrow* 1.2E820* AAAAMDAAMMAMA* NA* 13.10532368* NA* NA* NA* NA*
4* 5* internal_tss* 0.25* GTGTGYGTGTG* NA* 10.02659335* Aef1* Downstream* 6.8* 60*
6* 5* narrow_tss* 0.000001* GMMAMAAMAAMAA* NA* 12.08390223* NA* Downstream* 0.0014* 162*
13* 5* narrow_v_broad* 2.9* CRGCGRCRGC* NA* 10.11207302* NA* Downstream* 3.8E845* 104*
5* 6* all_tss* 0.00031* RTCAGCTGTT* NA* 10.91463905* NA* TSS* 2.50E8116* 64*
7* 6* broad_tss* 9.6E811* GYTKTRCARCACTG* NA* 12.16851601* NA* TSS* 1.7E845* 124*
9* 6* broad_v_narrow* 3E817* YCATCHCTA* Motif_7.ohler* 11.99065754* NA* TSS* 3.4E856* 64*
6* 6* internal_tss* 1.3* AACARCAACAACAR* NA* 11.11953471* NA* TSS* 0.34* 98*
12* 6* narrow_tss* 0.00085* CKCKSMGCTCGS* MTE.ohler* 10.48876695* NA* Downstream* 8.4E887* 92*
14* 6* narrow_v_broad* 5900* MGMHGCGRACGMRYK* NA* 9.330553804* NA* Downstream* 5E896* 82*
29* AAACDAAA* broad_tss* 0.000048* AAACDAAA* NA* 13.65575083* NA* TSS* 2.7E816* 125*
51* AAACHRAA* internal_tss* 9.1E835* TTYDGTTT* NA* 13.43054805* RNCMPT00112* TSS* 3.9E849* 3*
29* AAAYGAAA* all_tss* 0.027* TTTCRTTT* NA* 14.33193664* NA* TSS* 0.000000022* 3*
6* AACAACAV* narrow_tss* 0.0000028* AACAACAV* NA* 13.41558271* FBgn0005694_2* Downstream* 4.3E809* 69*
29* AACSGAA* all_tss* 1.3E810* AACSGAA* NA* 12.63676693* NA* Downstream* 1.2E810* 204*
6* AACWACAA* internal_tss* 1.10E8125* AACWACAA* NA* 15.15544934* FBgn0038787_2* NA* NA* NA*
18* AAHAAW* broad_v_narrow* 7.90E8200* AAHAAW* NA* 9.419385433* NA* NA* NA* NA*
29* AANGGAAA* internal_tss* 2.4E816* AANGGAAA* NA* 13.79623055* NA* NA* NA* NA*
2* AATAABAA* internal_tss* 2.9E821* AATAABAA* NA* 14.17133653* NA* NA* NA* NA*
20* AATACCA* all_tss* 0.000017* TGGTATT* Motif_6.ohler* 12.76888547* NA* NA* NA* NA*
48* AATATAYC* broad_v_narrow* 0.033* GRTATATT* NA* 11.09620776* NA* NA* NA* NA*
20* AAWATACC* all_tss* 6.1E846* GGTATWTT* Motif_6.ohler* 14.34639723* NA* Upstream* 0.000027* 185*
6* AAYAACAA* broad_tss* 2.9E833* AAYAACAA* NA* 14.44366212* FBgn0038787_2* TSS* 0.000078* 69*
6* AAYAAYAA* all_tss* 5.6E854* TTRTTRTT* NA* 13.87148727* FBgn0005694_2* TSS* 2.6* 5*
29* AAYSGAA* narrow_tss* 9.6E813* AAYSGAA* NA* 11.67438486* NA* TSS* 1.9E811* 142*
4* ACACMCAC* internal_tss* 4.8E866* GTGKGTGT* NA* 14.98849606* RNCMPT00011* NA* NA* NA*
33* ACAGATGW* broad_v_narrow* 0.000093* ACAGATGW* NA* 11.69754878* NA* TSS* 2.4E835* 13*
27* ACASATAC* broad_tss* 0.0073* ACASATAC* NA* 12.62802817* NA* NA* NA* NA*
33* ACATATGT* broad_tss* 0.000048* ACATATGT* NA* 12.31498134* NA* NA* NA* NA*
33* ACATATRT* all_tss* 0.000049* ACATATRT* NA* 13.03616985* NA* NA* NA* NA*
1* ACGGTCAC* broad_tss* 6.5E813* ACGGTCAC* Motif_1.ohler* 13.5170049* NA* TSS* 9.80E8140* 59*
4* ACRCACAC* broad_tss* 3E821* GTGTGYGT* NA* 14.27612819* RNCMPT00011* NA* NA* NA*
31* ACTAAAH* all_tss* 0.000000015* DTTTAGT* NA* 12.14277673* NA* TSS* 5.60E8180* 4*
10* ACTGR* all_tss* 2.1E872* YCAGT* INR.ohler* 9.005680056* NA* TSS* 0* 2*
34* ACTYACC* internal_tss* 1.1E855* GGTRAGT* NA* 12.80745951* NA* NA* NA* NA*
5* ADCAGCWG* broad_tss* 3.40E8170* ADCAGCWG* NA* 13.31696805* FBgn0002922_2* TSS* 4.8E872* 91*
21* AGAAGAAG* all_tss* 2.1E823* AGAAGAAG* NA* 14.93936531* RNCMPT00078* NA* NA* NA*
35* AGAGRGAG* all_tss* 0.0093* AGAGRGAG* NA* 13.56295604* NA* Upstream* 0.049* 245*
21* AGARGAAG* broad_v_narrow* 1.2E817* AGARGAAG* NA* 14.3037607* RNCMPT00078* NA* NA* NA*
6* AGCAACAR* all_tss* 0.023* AGCAACAR* NA* 14.10570357* NA* Downstream* 0.000012* 153*
24* AGCAGWG* broad_tss* 0.00037* AGCAGWG* NA* 12.13725113* NA* TSS* 3E832* 220*
7* AGDGNTG* broad_v_narrow* 6.5E899* CANCHCT* NA* 10.41797037* NA* TSS* 7.1E884* 70*
39* AGRTGG* broad_v_narrow* 0.0061* CCAYCT* NA* 10.61666693* NA* Upstream* 5.6* 61*
29* AGTSGAA* all_tss* 0.032* AGTSGAA* NA* 12.28787282* NA* TSS* 2.6E818* 14*
18* AHAACA* broad_v_narrow* 1.8E809* AHAACA* NA* 10.40397461* NA* Downstream* 0.000023* 73*
52* AKCSGGA* internal_tss* 4.4E831* AKCSGGA* NA* 11.89309159* NA* NA* NA* NA*
18* AMATW* broad_v_narrow* 3.6E856* AMATW* NA* 8.021374147* NA* NA* NA* NA*
36* ASTTTTCC* all_tss* 0.023* ASTTTTCC* NA* 13.16969041* NA* NA* NA* NA*
50* ATAYAHAT* internal_tss* 7.8E898* ATAYAHAT* NA* 13.3129457* NA* NA* NA* NA*
46* ATCGCDGC* narrow_tss* 0.0015* ATCGCDGC* NA* 12.68299773* NA* Downstream* 1.1E850* 157*
27* ATCYGHA* internal_tss* 2.1E821* ATCYGHA* NA* 11.3848137* NA* NA* NA* NA*
20* AWATACCR* broad_tss* 2.8E847* YGGTATWT* Motif_6.ohler* 13.57545621* NA* Upstream* 6.6* 197*
54* AWATATW* internal_tss* 4E823* AWATATW* NA* 12.04344957* NA* NA* NA* NA*
5* AWCAGCTG* broad_v_narrow* 4.9E881* AWCAGCTG* NA* 14.64252272* FBgn0002922_2* TSS* 3.1E873* 65*
48* AWVTAC* internal_tss* 3.1E888* GTABWT* NA* 9.406921383* NA* NA* NA* NA*
23* BYTGGCCA* all_tss* 1.2E819* BYTGGCCA* NA* 12.75797451* NA* TSS* 0.0000017* 51*
6* CAACAAC* internal_tss* 7.9E819* CAACAAC* NA* 13.72229174* Aef1* Downstream* 0.000045* 68*
31* CAACTAA* narrow_v_broad* 0.046* TTAGTTG* NA* 12.55784747* NA* TSS* 0* 4*
15* CAACYG* narrow_v_broad* 2.2E813* CRGTTG* NA* 10.75545222* NA* TSS* 0* 5*
9* CABCWCTA* all_tss* 1.7E871* CABCWCTA* Motif_7.ohler* 13.13467125* NA* TSS* 1.10E8136* 65*
4* CACACACR* all_tss* 2.7E833* YGTGTGTG* NA* 14.4512021* RNCMPT00283* NA* NA* NA*
47* CACGTGY* broad_v_narrow* 0.018* CACGTGY* NA* 11.37626746* HLHm5* Downstream* 5.1E826* 66*
45* CACSCTR* broad_v_narrow* 0.0000032* CACSCTR* NA* 11.18175264* NA* TSS* 3.9E832* 84*
34* CACYCACA* all_tss* 0.02* TGTGRGTG* NA* 13.29652763* NA* NA* NA* NA*
7* CADCMCTG* broad_tss* 7.2E899* CADCMCTG* NA* 13.20034084* NA* TSS* 2.4E891* 121*
27* CAGATAC* all_tss* 1.3E811* CAGATAC* NA* 12.99627693* NA* NA* NA* NA*
15* CAGCDVC* internal_tss* 2.70E8284* CAGCDVC* NA* 10.87701432* NA* Downstream* 1.7E812* 100*
28* CAGCSA* broad_tss* 0.0026* CAGCSA* NA* 10.74809813* NA* Downstream* 6.6E820* 95*
7* CAGKGYTG* all_tss* 1.4E831* CARCMCTG* NA* 13.36147137* NA* TSS* 5.1E862* 119*
15* CAGYBG* broad_tss* 1.8E819* CAGYBG* NA* 9.355302462* NA* TSS* 1.20E8218* 5*
15* CAGYHG* all_tss* 4.50E8251* CAGYHG* NA* 9.404256972* NA* TSS* 3.10E8129* 51*
15* CAGYNG* narrow_tss* 6.9E888* CAGYNG* NA* 8.962903486* NA* TSS* 2.6E870* 51*
9* CAHCHCTA* broad_tss* 2.8E896* CAHCHCTA* Motif_7.ohler* 12.68869963* NA* TSS* 1.70E8140* 65*
9* CATCCCTR* all_tss* 7.2E823* CATCCCTR* Motif_7.ohler* 13.65027279* NA* TSS* 1.3E837* 115*
46* CATCGATK* broad_v_narrow* 0.0051* CATCGATK* NA* 13.05241897* NA* Upstream* 4E823* 157*
9* CAWCGCTA* broad_tss* 0.00000016* CAWCGCTA* Motif_7.ohler* 12.95831432* NA* TSS* 3.6E866* 127*
34* CAYACH* broad_v_narrow* 1E817* CAYACH* NA* 9.647216738* RNCMPT00285* TSS* 2.8E886* 5*
41* CAYCAYC* internal_tss* 2.5E831* CAYCAYC* NA* 11.96426259* NA* NA* NA* NA*
53* CCABTKCC* internal_tss* 2.1E825* CCABTKCC* NA* 13.23243668* NA* NA* NA* NA*
41* CCACCAS* broad_tss* 0.000016* CCACCAS* NA* 12.00511033* NA* NA* NA* NA*
39* CCASCTCY* broad_tss* 3.1E811* CCASCTCY* NA* 12.60108264* NA* Downstream* 0.00000017* 63*
40* CCATTCRC* broad_tss* 0.0000091* CCATTCRC* NA* 13.14085175* NA* TSS* 2.3E826* 53*
58* CCCCMAA* narrow_tss* 0.00055* CCCCMAA* NA* 11.79169959* NA* NA* NA* NA*
26* CCGGMGA* narrow_tss* 0.015* CCGGMGA* NA* 11.97688073* NA* Downstream* 1E817* 50*
57* CCGMWC* narrow_tss* 9.1E831* GWKCGG* DPE.ohler* 9.887181488* NA* Downstream* 1.8E842* 101*
40* CCGTTMGC* narrow_tss* 0.0048* GCKAACGG* NA* 12.45513726* NA* Downstream* 1.4E872* 61*
28* CDGCCA* all_tss* 5.4E811* CDGCCA* NA* 10.35767577* NA* TSS* 1.1E818* 51*
34* CGAGTGB* all_tss* 0.00019* CGAGTGB* NA* 11.94512263* NA* Downstream* 0.000027* 52*
59* CGANCB* narrow_v_broad* 1.40E8170* VGNTCG* NA* 8.482589029* NA* Downstream* 2.20E8116* 99*
37* CGATAAC* all_tss* 0.048* CGATAAC* NA* 12.31742459* NA* Upstream* 4.4E888* 178*
17* CGATAG* all_tss* 0.00000024* CGATAG* NA* 11.37142305* NA* Upstream* 7.20E8159* 163*
17* CGATAR* broad_tss* 1.9E877* CGATAR* NA* 10.84710866* NA* Upstream* 1.20E8162* 177*
17* CGATAR* broad_v_narrow* 1.4E852* CGATAR* NA* 10.81927814* NA* Upstream* 1.20E8162* 177*
47* CGGACGYG* narrow_tss* 0.000091* CGGACGYG* NA* 12.21648091* NA* Downstream* 8.6E861* 85*
13* CGGCRGM* narrow_tss* 1.1E813* CGGCRGM* NA* 11.56881545* Mad* Downstream* 2.4E814* 190*
26* CGRCGA* all_tss* 3.9E812* TCGYCG* NA* 10.8502835* NA* Downstream* 1.9E840* 51*
49* CRASGA* internal_tss* 1.20E8245* CRASGA* NA* 9.988275645* NA* NA* NA* NA*
26* CRGCGA* internal_tss* 6.6E851* TCGCYG* NA* 10.95534347* NA* Downstream* 8.6E832* 161*
56* CSAAG* narrow_v_broad* 0.000016* CSAAG* NA* 8.87029038* NA* Downstream* 0.000000078* 116*
21* CTACTWC* internal_tss* 1E812* CTACTWC* NA* 12.59979525* NA* NA* NA* NA*
24* CTBCTSC* internal_tss* 0* GSAGVAG* NA* 11.52384893* NA* NA* NA* NA*
24* CTCKGCTC* all_tss* 0.004* CTCKGCTC* NA* 12.97957526* NA* Downstream* 3.6E828* 219*
35* CTCTCTCB* broad_tss* 0.00014* CTCTCTCB* NA* 12.6435798* NA* Upstream* 4.2E810* 251*
24* CTGCTC* narrow_tss* 0.044* GAGCAG* NA* 11.4546028* NA* Downstream* 0.00000026* 101*
30* CTGDTAAC* all_tss* 0.000000009* CTGDTAAC* NA* 12.83928101* NA* TSS* 2.7E830* 61*
30* CTGGYMAC* broad_tss* 6.4E837* CTGGYMAC* NA* 13.25606462* NA* TSS* 1.7E880* 51*
21* CTTCTTS* internal_tss* 9.4E881* SAAGAAG* NA* 12.89033015* RNCMPT00078* Downstream* 0.000000022* 50*
11* CTTWTATA* narrow_v_broad* 0.0000091* TATAWAAG* TATA.ohler* 12.58739712* NA* Upstream* 2.8* 63*
24* CWGCTCS* all_tss* 1.5E814* SGAGCWG* NA* 11.70515006* NA* Downstream* 0.0000002* 100*
15* CWGCWG* internal_tss* 5.8E849* CWGCWG* NA* 10.02610782* NA* TSS* 4.8E826* 51*
18* DAAATA* broad_tss* 8.1E826* DAAATA* NA* 10.37578412* NA* NA* NA* NA*
10* DACTGA* narrow_v_broad* 8.00E8303* TCAGTH* INR.ohler* 10.5770494* NA* TSS* 0* 3*
22* DCCRCC* all_tss* 2.8E823* DCCRCC* NA* 9.360180198* NA* NA* NA* NA*
22* DCCRCCR* internal_tss* 0* YGGYGGH* NA* 10.43256868* NA* Downstream* 6.5* 98*
21* GAAGARGA* broad_tss* 1.3E826* GAAGARGA* NA* 14.09501962* NA* NA* NA* NA*
32* GAATGSCA* all_tss* 0.000017* TGSCATTC* NA* 13.3751798* NA* TSS* 1.3E823* 3*
14* GADGMGGA* internal_tss* 3.1E847* GADGMGGA* NA* 13.23252153* NA* NA* NA* NA*
1* GAGTGACC* broad_v_narrow* 0.000016* GGTCACTC* Motif_1.ohler* 13.78598255* NA* TSS* 5.50E8260* 3*
43* GCCAVM* narrow_tss* 2E834* GCCAVM* NA* 9.37963761* NA* Upstream* 2.3E825* 109*
38* GCYGSC* broad_tss* 2.6E846* GSCRGC* NA* 9.967107084* NA* Upstream* 6.1E822* 127*
25* GGAAAW* broad_tss* 0.000000079* WTTTCC* NA* 10.9098239* dl* NA* NA* NA*
19* GGCAACRC* broad_v_narrow* 1.9E810* GGCAACRC* NA* 13.95608253* NA* TSS* 4.4E869* 127*
22* GGCGGHR* internal_tss* 5E829* GGCGGHR* NA* 11.31973099* NA* NA* NA* NA*
22* GGHGGA* broad_tss* 0.00046* GGHGGA* NA* 10.13739527* NA* NA* NA* NA*
1* GGTCACAC* narrow_tss* 0.00028* GGTCACAC* Motif_1.ohler* 12.31498134* NA* TSS* 0.00E+00* 3*
1* GGTCATAC* all_tss* 0.00000019* GGTCATAC* Motif_1.ohler* 13.01114329* NA* TSS* 1.80E8230* 3*
1* GGTCATAC* broad_tss* 1.9E811* GGTCATAC* Motif_1.ohler* 13.07483934* NA* TSS* 1.80E8230* 3*
1* GGTMACAC* broad_v_narrow* 2.70E8115* GGTMACAC* Motif_1.ohler* 15.08440624* NA* TSS* 0* 3*
1* GGYCACAC* all_tss* 2.20E8198* GGYCACAC* Motif_1.ohler* 14.92524926* NA* TSS* 9.88131291682493e8324* 3*
1* GGYCACAC* broad_tss* 1.20E8202* GGYCACAC* Motif_1.ohler* 14.93886735* NA* TSS* 9.88131291682493e8324* 3*
55* GTACTSS* internal_tss* 6.6E817* SSAGTAC* NA* 11.77717969* NA* NA* NA* NA*
27* GTATMTK* narrow_tss* 2.9E811* GTATMTK* NA* 11.31979511* NA* NA* NA* NA*
19* GTGGCMAC* broad_tss* 1.1E809* GTGGCMAC* NA* 13.45576599* NA* TSS* 1E819* 75*
18* GWAAACA* all_tss* 0.00000011* GWAAACA* NA* 12.62824641* NA* TSS* 6.4E814* 72*
19* GYKGCCA* all_tss* 4E860* TGGCMRC* NA* 11.93420615* NA* TSS* 1.8E834* 52*
16* HATCGATA* all_tss* 9.40E8223* HATCGATA* DRE.ohler* 14.24227177* BEAF832* TSS* 2.20E8200* 183*
16* HATCGATD* broad_tss* 3.10E8249* HATCGATD* DRE.ohler* 13.06002288* BEAF832* Upstream* 7.10E8183* 183*
23* HTGGCCA* narrow_tss* 0.00084* HTGGCCA* NA* 10.62837026* NA* TSS* 3.6E812* 50*
56* KCCTCCR* internal_tss* 6.6E816* YGGAGGM* NA* 11.87979772* NA* NA* NA* NA*
25* KGAAAAY* narrow_tss* 0.0016* KGAAAAY* NA* 11.63837871* NA* TSS* 0.034* 174*
58* KTGGA* narrow_tss* 0.000035* KTGGA* NA* 9.00861146* NA* NA* NA* NA*
4* MRCACACA* narrow_tss* 0.00028* TGTGTGYK* NA* 12.91253478* RNCMPT00178* NA* NA* NA*
10* RACTRA* narrow_tss* 9.60E8282* TYAGTY* INR.ohler* 10.17863803* NA* TSS* 0* 3*
43* RCAAWA* broad_v_narrow* 2.5E814* RCAAWA* NA* 10.04843379* NA* NA* NA* NA*
2* RDAAATA* all_tss* 2.5E824* RDAAATA* NA* 11.4123739* NA* NA* NA* NA*
43* RGCCAAR* narrow_v_broad* 3.5E811* RGCCAAR* NA* 11.58570952* FBgn0037207* NA* NA* NA*
54* RTATTTW* narrow_tss* 0.00000023* RTATTTW* NA* 11.52790356* NA* NA* NA* NA*
32* RTCTGGCA* broad_v_narrow* 0.03* RTCTGGCA* NA* 12.76791716* NA* TSS* 9.9E818* 47*
44* RTGYA* broad_v_narrow* 0.000000013* RTGYA* NA* 8.047225816* NA* NA* NA* NA*
11* STATAWA* narrow_v_broad* 9.7E8101* STATAWA* TATA.ohler* 11.85582409* NA* Upstream* 1.8E846* 66*
39* STGGA* internal_tss* 2.80E8140* STGGA* NA* 8.99432034* NA* NA* NA* NA*
10* TACTGAA* narrow_tss* 0.0000081* TTCAGTA* INR.ohler* 11.95238118* NA* TSS* 0* 2*
11* TATAWA* narrow_tss* 0.033* TATAWA* TATA.ohler* 10.36973332* NA* Upstream* 0.00000013* 65*
11* TATAWAW* all_tss* 9.10E8122* TATAWAW* TATA.ohler* 12.0089178* NA* Upstream* 2E810* 64*
11* TATAWAW* narrow_tss* 3.90E8190* TATAWAW* TATA.ohler* 12.00112068* NA* Upstream* 2E810* 64*
16* TATCGAW* broad_v_narrow* 1.50E8161* WTCGATA* DRE.ohler* 12.99242019* BEAF832* Upstream* 7.10E8185* 174*
17* TCGWW* internal_tss* 2.6E862* TCGWW* NA* 8.00658686* NA* Downstream* 3E892* 144*
25* TGGRAAW* all_tss* 5.7E814* WTTYCCA* NA* 11.86337892* NA* NA* NA* NA*
23* TGGVCR* internal_tss* 7.00E8205* YGBCCA* NA* 9.41662078* NA* NA* NA* NA*
18* TTRTTTW* broad_tss* 1.6E892* WAAAYAA* NA* 11.96368181* NA* NA* NA* NA*
18* TTTRTTTW* all_tss* 1.9E884* WAAAYAAA* NA* 13.8844452* RNCMPT00117* NA* NA* NA*
17* WATCGR* broad_tss* 3.9E815* WATCGR* NA* 9.982388836* NA* Upstream* 5E883* 191*




MotifName* readable_name* named_group* Positioned* E_value* DremeNum* TomTomMatch* centrimo_E_value* centrimo_adj_p_value* centrimo_bin_location*
AHATAHAT* CPSF* Known* TRUE* 1.40E8256* 1* NA* 0* 0* 824*
AATAMA* CPSF*(Can)* Known* TRUE* 1.80E8123* 2* NA* 0* 0* 825*
TKTGTDT* Cstf* Known* TRUE* 1.30E854* 6* NA* 0* 0* 822.5*
TGTACD* CFI/IIm* Known* FALSE* 1.30E826* 9* NA* NA* NA* NA*
AWATRTA* CPSF*(2)* Known* TRUE* 5.20E821* 12* NA* 0* 0* 824.5*
CACWCAC* CACWCAC* Known* FALSE* 1.90E805* 22* NA* NA* NA* NA*
AAACSRA* AAACSRA* Unknown_proximal* TRUE* 1.10E824* 10* unknown* 0* 0* 81.5*
TKCABTT* TKCABTT* Unknown_proximal* TRUE* 3.30E817* 14* unknown* 0* 0* 7*
GTTTYC* U2AF2* Unknown_proximal* TRUE* 1.40E810* 16* unknown* 0* 0* 11.5*
RTATTT* SUP826/SHEP* Unknown_proximal* TRUE* 5.60E807* 19* unknown* 0* 0* 822.5*
SAGCWG* SAGCWG* Unknown_distal* TRUE* 2.00E883* 3* NA* 0* 0* 8116*
GGHGGM* GGHGGM* Unknown_distal* TRUE* 5.50E865* 4* NA* 0* 0* 8123.5*
STGGV* STGGV* Unknown_distal* TRUE* 1.30E833* 7* NA* 0* 0* 8119*
CRAGGA* CRAGGA* Unknown_distal* TRUE* 6.70E822* 11* NA* 5.80E808* 1.60E809* 8122*
TCGA* TCGA* Unknown_Not_Positioned* FALSE* 1.50E857* 5* unknown* NA* NA* NA*
CARCAACW* YBX2/Unc75* Unknown_Not_Positioned* FALSE* 2.40E833* 8* unknown* NA* NA* NA*
SVAGAAG* Tra2* Unknown_Not_Positioned* FALSE* 2.20E820* 13* unknown* NA* NA* NA*
AAAAAAAA* A*repeat* Unknown_Not_Positioned* TRUE* 3.60E819* 15* NA* 0* 0* 815.5*
GAYGAYGA* GAYGAYGA* Unknown_Not_Positioned* FALSE* 9.50E810* 17* NA* NA* NA* NA*
GAGMGAGA* GAGMGAGA* Unknown_Not_Positioned* FALSE* 3.30E809* 18* NA* NA* NA* NA*
CWACWAC* CWACWAC* Unknown_Not_Positioned* FALSE* 8.50E807* 20* NA* NA* NA* NA*
TGGCCA* TGGCCA* Unknown_Not_Positioned* FALSE* 1.70E806* 21* NA* NA* NA* NA*
AAGCGRA* AAGCGRA* Unknown_Not_Positioned* FALSE* 2.30E805* 23* NA* NA* NA* NA*
MCACCAYC* MCACCAYC* Unknown_Not_Positioned* FALSE* 4.30E805* 24* NA* NA* NA* NA*
(
